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1 Preface

Purpose of this document

This document describes how to install s-Server, view the Mochi demonstration application,
use SQLstream s-Studio, and install Guavus StreamLab.

Audience

This document is intended for anyone interested in installing Guavus SQLstream.

Install Options

You can install Guavus SQLstream in the following ways. An overview of Guavus SQLstream
components is here.

1. Directly into your environment using Linux and Windows installers. With this option, you
install s-Server (whose installer package includes s-Dashboard, s-Studio, and client tools)
and StreamLab separately.

2. Into Amazon Web Services, using either Amazon Marketplace or as an Amazon Machine
Image directly. Both options include s-Server, s-Dashboard, and StreamLab packaged
together.

3. As a Microsoft Guavus SQLstream Azure MI.

4. As a Virtual Machine image. This option includes all Guavus SQLstream components.

5. As a Virtual Hard Disk. This option includes all Guavus SQLstream components.

6. As a Docker container. This option includes all Guavus SQLstream components.

What's Next After Installing

Every installation aside from Linux features a Launch page that lets you start and stop
Guavus SQLstream components and start data sources for StreamLab. You can also start a
demonstration application called Mochi that runs with s-Dashboard and s-Server without
StreamLab.

Once you install Guavus SQLstream on Linux, you should run the Mochi demo. See the topic
Running the Mochi Demo in this guide for more details. After running the Mochi demo, see the
topic Using SQLstream s-Studio for instructions on how to view streaming data in s-Studio.

For Linux installations, you need to install StreamLab separately. You can also install Guavus
StreamLab by following the instructions in the topic Installing Guavus StreamLab.
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2 Guavus SQLstream Components Overview

Guavus SQLstream consists of six major components:

· s-Server is the core application. This aggregates and analyzes streaming and non-
streaming data and executes streaming SQL. All other applications depend on s-Server to
run. s-Server runs as a Java Virtual Machine called AspenVjdbcServer. It requires an
installation of JDK 1.8 to work. (s-Server should install this if it does not find a pre-existing
installation.) s-Server features the Extensible Common Data Adapter, which lets you collect
data from a variety of sources, including log files, network feeds, AMQP feeds, Storm,
Kafka, and Websphere MQ Series. See the Guavus SQLstream Installation Manual for
more details.

· s-Dashboard is a browser-based interface for viewing s-Server schema objects: streams,
views, or tables graphically.

· WebAgent is a simple, miniature Web server. It accepts HTTP requests, sends these to s-
Server over JDBC, and returns JSON objects. 

· StreamLab is a browser-based application that lets you create and view stream
applications. See Installing Guavus StreamLab for more details.

· s-Studio provides an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for defining SQLstream
objects and queries, as well as an integrated console for monitoring the active sessions
and statements within Guavus s-Server. s-Studio provides access to all the objects defined
in an instance of the Guavus s-Server, including streams, tables, views, adapters, pumps,
and so on. Using SQLstream s-Studio, a developer can create, delete, view, or edit object
definitions as well as inspect the data flowing through streams in real time. s-Studio can be
installed separately and connect to an s-Server instance from another machine, and runs
on either Linux or Windows. See Installing SQLstream s-Studio for details.

· SQLstream client tools provides a suite of applications that let you communicate with, test,
and maintain your s-Server installation. They include the SQLstream WebAgent, which
allows s-Server to connect with a browser and the Extensible Common Data Agent, which
lets you gather data on machines other than the one on which s-Server is running.  s-Studio
can be installed separately and connect to an s-Server instance from another machine. See
Installing SQLstream Client Tools for details.
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3 Quick Post Installation Steps

After you install s-Server, you can launch the Mochi demo, view streaming data in s-Studio,
and create visualizations in StreamLab. This document describes quick steps for completing
these tasks.

The Mochi demonstration application simulates clusters of failed logins at a bank, either by
phone or web, as well as withdrawals or debits using the same customer id number. See
Running the Mochi Demo for more details.

Launching the Mochi Demo

Either: 

Click Run Mochi Demo desktop icon 

or open terminal > $cd /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.X.XXX/s-Server/demo/mochi/  > $./rundemo.sh

Wait 4-5 minutes for the Mochi demo catalog to install.

http://localhost:5595 should open by default
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Viewing Streaming Data in s-Studio

Once you have data flowing with the Mochi application, you can open s-Studio and view data
streaming.

1. Either: 

Click s-Studio desktop icon 

or

$cd /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0X.XXX/s-Studio

$./s-Studio

2. In s-Studio, select First SQLstream Server.

3. Right-click > Connect.

4. Click to expand: Schemas > Mochi > Streams

5. Select a stream, such as PhoneLoginEvents

6. Right-click > Inspect

View data streaming.
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Using StreamLab

Once you have data flowing with the Mochi application, you can install StreamLab and create
visualizations.

1. Change permission for installer:

sudo chmod +x SQLstream-StreamLab-2.0.0.12555-linux-x64.run

2. Run the installer: ./SQLstream-StreamLab-2.0.0.12555-linux-x64.run

3. Follow prompts for installer.

4. In the StreamLab folder on your desktop, click the Start StreamLab Server icon.

Wait 1-2 minutes.

5. Click StreamLab icon to launch StreamLab.

6. Click the Projects link.
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7. On the page that opens, click the icon to the right of StreamLab Sample_App. This creates
a new project

8. Enter a name for the project and click Copy.

9. Once you have installed StreamLab and created a project you add data to the project from Mochi.

10.Click Open Project and close the Help page. Click Sources. Then click the Import Schema
button on the page that opens.

11.Select MOCHI from the pulldown menu and click Import.

Mochi sources display. Click the up arrow in upper right corner to exit source screen
and return to the project home page.
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12.Open the Guide page and drag a guide from the left column into the middle.

13.Click the new guide to open it and select a source, such as PhoneLoginEvents, from the
window that opens.

The guide opens with streaming data in the Output window. You can now manipulate
this data and create visualizations using Commands. For more detail, see StreamLab

help (available by clicking   ) 
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4 s-Server Requirements

Guavus s-Server installation requirements are as follows:

Component Details

Linux Must run 2.6.x or later kernel.

Versions known to work include Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 5 or later,
Fedora Core 10 or later, Ubuntu 8.04 or later, Mandriva 2006 or later, CentOS
5 or later.

32-bit version works on all supported platforms.

64-bit version tested on Ubuntu, CentOS, and RHEL.

CPU For s-Server, we recommend running an 2GHz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent. 

A server class processor such as an Intel Xeon is preferred. While a single
core is sufficient, 2+ cores are ideal. Since Guavus s-Server includes a
multithreaded scheduler, multiple cores can improve data processing
performance.

Larger caches, faster CPUs, and faster memory interconnect all improve data
processing performance.

Disk space Installed software requires 1GB. Log files, repository, and so on require an
additional 1 GB.

The amount actually used will depend on how you configure logging, how
many objects you create, and so on.

2GB is probably a safe minimum for an initial install.
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See Guavus s-Server Installation Directories for more information on
installation directories.

Memory Requirements for :

32-bit system 64-bit system

Minimum 750MB 1.5GB

Production 1GB 2GB

Production with more
streams or longer data
windows

2GB 4GB

Memory requirements will be application dependent: more streams or streams
that hold longer data windows will require more RAM.

Java The installer will check for an appropriate version of an installed JDK. If it finds
an installed JDK, it asks you to confirm its location. If it does not find an
appropriate version, it will try to use the native package installer (apt-get on
Debian/Ubuntu and yum on Redhat/CentOS) to download and install OpenJDK
8.

Browser (for
WebAgent)

In order to run the \read \write or \sqlstream apis for WebAgent, you need to be
running one of the following browsers: Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (or later),
Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or later), or Apple Safari 7 (or
later).

5 Guavus s-Server Licensing

SQLstream requires a license to run at full capacity. When you first install Guavus s-Server,
you register for a license, and will receive an email from our license server with a link that lets
you activate this license. Once you activate your license, you can run s-Server for 60 days of
product evaluation. This trial license places no limit on the number of parallel number of
threads in Guavus s-Server. 

After 60 days, you will need to purchase a license in order to keep running s-Server at full
capacity. Once you do, SQLstream will automatically update your license.

If you do not update your license, s-Server will continue to run on a community license. This
license allows you to run s-Server at a lower capacity, as long as s-Server can report usage
information to SQLstream. With a community license, you can process 1GB of data initially,
afterward processing drops to 1GB/day, or 12.1KB per second.

Licensing Process

Like many products, s-Server manages licensing with a secure link over the Internet. It is best
to run s-Server on a machine with Internet access. If your initial installation is behind a firewall,
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you will need to set a Linux environment variable called https_proxy in order to access the
license server. See Installing Behind a Firewall below.

When you install s-Server, the installer asks for your name, email address, and the name of
your company.

The first time you start s-Server, it communicates with SQLstream's license server and
creates an entitlement identification for your installation. (s-Server stores this entitlement id in
s-Server/catalog/entitlementId.txt.) 

When you finish running the installer, check your email. You should receive an email from
SQLstream's license server with a link to activate your license. Click this link to activate your
license.

You will receive an email indicating that the license has been activated. You can now run s-
Server for 60 days at full capacity.

Installing with a Trial License Behind a Firewall

If your initial installation is behind a firewall, you can set a  Linux environment variable called
https_proxy in order to access the license server. Your proxy server must support https
(SSL), but cannot require a user name and password.

You do so with a command along the following lines:

export https_proxy=[your proxy address] 

This command will set the https_proxy for the current session. 

You can also append a proxy definition to starting s-server manually:

./https_proxy=[your proxy address] s-server

To use a proxy with s-serverd, best practice is to add the following line to /etc/default/s-
serverd:

https_proxy=[your proxy address] 

This link gives examples of using this variable: http://www.cyberciti.biz/faq/linux-unix-set-
proxy-environment-variable/

Note: http_proxy will not work. Also, SQLstream does not support a username and password
in the proxy variable.

Manually Installing Licenses

In rare cases, you may need to install a license manually in collaboration with SQLstream's
technical support. To do so, place a license file in $SQLSTREAM_HOME. s-Server will
automatically find the license. When you place a license file in $SQLSTREAM_HOME, s-
Server is using a manually-installed license and no longer requires over-the-network
licensing.
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Note: earlier versions of s-Server used trust store licensing. This version uses over-the-
network and manually-installed licensing only.

Note on Network Use and Server Startup Delays

When you manually install a license, s-Server will not update licenses and will not report
usage. In order to completely disable any network communication, you can create an
entitlementId.txt file in the server's catalog directory. Copy the entitlement id of the manual
license into it. 

You may need to do so in order to avoid server startup delays where the s-server is behind a
firewall and cannot report back. Even an empty entitlementId.txt would prevent network
activity in this case

What Happens if I Uninstall and Reinstall s-Server?

If you uninstall during the trial period, the installer will delete the installation directory and you'll
get a new trial license. 

Can I Extend My Trial License?

If you are using a community license, your license continues as long as s-Server can contact
SQLstream and report your usage.

If your trial license expires, in most cases SQLstream will extend your trial license. Contact
sqlstream.support@guavus.com to inquire about getting an extended trial. license.

How Do I Upgrade My License?

Contact sqlstream.support@guavus.com to upgrade your license. In most cases, your
license can be updated over the Internet. If you do not have outgoing Internet access, you may
have to install an upgraded license manually.

When I Extend or Upgrade a License, Do I Need to Restart s-Server?

When you extend or upgrade a license, s-Server will detect the license update during the next
license check cycle. You do not need to restart s-Server.

How Do I Know When a License is About to Expire?

The server logs will have warnings when there are less than 60 days left on the license. You
can also open the license file with a text editor and look at the human readable section for the
expiration date.

Do I Need to Terminate a License?

You do not need to take any specific actions to terminate a license.

How Are Licenses Set?

Licenses are set by host, along the following lines: 

HOSTID=HOSTNAME=aBigCompany.com.
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Sample License

INCREMENT engine sqlstreamd 6.0 29-may-2019 uncounted \

    VENDOR_STRING="name:enterprise max-threads:0 \

    installation-id:null license-check-period:2h \

    usage-check-period:never usage-report-period:never \

    throttle-when:never" \

    HOSTID=HOSTNAME=aBigCompany.com \

    ISSUER="SQLstream Inc." ISSUED=29-may-2018 START=28-may-2018 \

    SIGN="1674 9512 36C1 7A97 3010 13D5 6C61 16CE 9E93 3942 AFA6 \

    D95F 0C1F 0380 589F 1F50 279F 4C28 429E 7D0F 392A 7EDE 7DA7 \

    25EB E512 CE8A A3F4 7CC5 B47C 0EC6" SIGN2=62FDF9A011B0

INCREMENT mtScheduler sqlstreamd 3.0 11-jul-2018 uncounted \

    HOSTID=HOSTNAME=aStandardsConsultant.com ISSUER="SQLstream Inc." \

    ISSUED=12-may-2018 START=11-may-2018 SIGN="0D7A B515 987B 66A6 \

    1DAF A7CE 8717 2D04 71DC 88E7 0070 773E FCD7 6B2E 3A91 0654 \

    1E4F C3EE E935 BB07 7D2B 8C77 50CF 88AD DB55 BD0B E7BC 1D1D \

    5D7F 19B0" SIGN2=AC358C26A4FC

6 Installing Guavus s-Server on Linux

s-Server needs to be installed on a Linux machine. See requirements for details on the
specifications for this machine. The s-Server installation package includes s-Studio, s-
Dashboard, client tools, and WebAgent. See Installing s-Server in this guide for more details.

Both s-Studio and client tools can be installed separately using their own installers. See
Installing SQLstream s-Studio as a Standalone Package and Installing SQLstream Client
Tools as a Standalone Package in this guide for more details. 

StreamLab must be installed separately. See Installing Guavus StreamLab in this guide for
more details.

In a development environment, you may wish to install s-Server, s-Dashboard, WebAgent,
and s-Studio on this same Linux machine. However, in production environments, you will
often want to distribute these components.

Preparing to Install s-Server on Linux

To prepare for installation, follow these steps:

1. Uninstall any previous version of Guavus s-Server (see Uninstalling SQLstream). 

Note: In some cases, you may have modified aspen.custom.properties in your old installation of s-

Server. You will need to move this file from the old installation directory to the new installation directory
before you uninstall the old version. Some users may have also modified bin/defineAspenRuntime.sh
and need to move this file as well.

2. Identify the directories where s-Server will be installed. By default, if you are installing as
sudo (see below) s-Server installs into the /opt/ directory. Most users can accept the
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default options. See the topic Appendix: Guavus s-Server Installation Directories in this
guide for more detail.

Installing as Sudo/Root vs. Installing as a Regular User

For most production environments, you will want to install s-Server as sudo, as doing so lets
you run s-Server run as a service called s-serverd. With this option, the system logs will also
be written under /var/log.

In some cases, you might wish to install as a regular user, particularly if

· You are a developer, and you know that only you are going to use the server. Usually, you
would do so as a trial. In this case, you would install s-Server in your own user directory and
have access to all the files yourself.

· You need to install multiple servers on the same computer and you want to manage them
under separate users. (This is not a common use case, and it would be best to consult
SQLstream technical support if you are doing so.)

Installing and Running Client Tools and s-Studio

You can install and run client tools and s-Studio as a regular user. These connect to s-Server
through JDBC.

Using a Linux Server with a Windows Machine

s-Server requires Linux to run. s-Studio can be located on either a Windows or Linux machine
as long as it can connect to s-Server via JDBC. 

StreamLab and s-Dashboard are client-side technologies which communicate with s-Server
via WebAgent. StreamLab and s-Dashboard can all be run on the same machine as your
Web Server.

WebAgent streams data from s-Server to s-Dashboard or other browser-based clients.
Because WebAgent consumes resources, you may want to install it on one or more separate
servers for load balancing. Because it communicates with s-Server via JDBC and s-
Dashboard via HTTP, you can locate WebAgent anywhere as long as it can connect to s-
Server via JDBC. When installing as sudo, you can install and run WebAgent as a service,
webagentd. When installed as sudo, webagentd runs as the sqlstream user, but you can run
WebAgent as a regular user.

StreamLab lets you view and manipulate streams through a browser. 

Launching the Installer

The easiest way to launch the installer is by initiating the installation file from the command
line. You can also install in text mode if you do not have or do not wish to use X-windows.

Before continuing, check that all the preparation steps listed in Preparing to Install have been
followed. 

Proceed with the installation by performing the following steps:
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1. Give the installation file permission to run by entering chmod +x sServer-6.0.0-x64.run.

2. From a terminal prompt enter sudo ./SQLstream-sServer-X.Y.Z-x64.run, where X.Y.Z represent
the release and version numbers, as in SQLstream-6.0.0, and x64 or x32 represents a 64-
bit or 32-bit operating system. 

Note: You can run the installer as a normal user on most Linux systems for demonstration
purposes, but if you are running a production environment, you will likely want to install as
sudo. Installing as sudo lets you run the sserver.d service and install into the recommended
/opt location. See Managing s-Server as a Service for more details.

If the installer does not launch, see the topic Troubleshooting Installation for suggestions.

A Welcome page appears, introducing the Setup Wizard.

3. Click Forward. The SQLstream license text appears in a new dialog box.

4. Click the radio button next to I Accept the Agreement and then click Forward.

The Select Components page appears. By default, all SQLstream components are
selected for installation. If desired, deselect any components that you do not wish to install.

5. Click Forward.

The Registration Information Page opens. SQLstream requires you to enter a valid email
address in order to verify your registration. 

6. Enter a valid email address and click Forward.

The Installation Directories page appears. This page lets you select directories for the
installation itself, the s-Server object database, and the s-Server's trace log files. 

Note: the installation user must have permission for these directories.To change
directories, click the browse button to the right of the directory field. The installer defaults
to /opt/ if you are installing as root (RedHat/CentOS) or using sudo (Ubuntu/Debian).

Note: If the installation directory contains a previous installation of s-Server, the installer will
ask you if you want to overwrite the directory. If you choose to do so, all customizations and
catalog object definitions for the previous installation will be lost.

8. Click Forward.

The Server Port Number page appears. By default, port is set to 5570. We recommend
leaving it set to this port unless you have a reason to not do so.

9. Click Forward.

The Java Development Kit (JDK) Home Directory page appears. JDK Home Directory
should be filled in with your current JDK directory.

10.Click Forward.

If you are installing as root or using sudo, the Service/Daemon page appears. This page
lets you specify whether s-Server should start when this computer starts. Choose Yes to
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have the installer create a service so that s-Server starts automatically when the system
boots. This service can automatically start when the installer finishes.

11.Deselect as desired, and click Forward.

The WebAgent Service/Daemon page appears. The SQLstream WebAgent allows s-
Server to communicate with a browser. If you are going to run any browser-based
applications such as s-Dashboard, StreamLab, or the Mochi demonstration application, you
need to run WebAgent.

12.Change options if desired and click Forward.

The Create Dashboard Service page opens. The Dashboard service lets you create and
view visualizations with s-Dashboard. For more information, see Guavus  s-Dashboard
Guide.

13.Change options if desired and click Forward.

The Server User page appears. This page requires that you specify a user for the
installation. This user must have permissions for the installation directories specified
earlier. 

14.Enter a user with such permissions and click forward.

15.Select I accept the agreement and click Forward.

The Oracle JDBC Driver License page opens. Here, you need to accept the license for this
driver. Installation will not proceed if you do not accept this license.

16.Select I accept the agreement and click Forward.

The Teradata JDBC Driver License page opens. Here, you need to accept the license for
this driver. Installation will not proceed if you do not accept this license.

17.Select I accept the agreement and click Forward.

The Ready to Install page opens.

18.Click Forward to begin the installation process, which then displays a progress bar to
show you how far along installation has progressed.

Installation is complete when the progress bar reaches 100%. You will see a confirmation
dialog box.

19.Click Finish to exit the installer and/or view the Readme file.

You are now ready to use s-Server. 

Note: The first time you run the server, it creates a checkpoint. Before you run the server for
the first time, you cannot restore the catalog because no checkpoint exists.

Install Log

While install is running, the install log is in /tmp/bitrock_installer.log. After install completes,
the install log is in the installation directory as install.log
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s-Server and JDBC Drivers

The SQL/MED plugin lets Guavus s-Server interface with third-party databases such as Oracle, Microsoft

SQL Server, PostgreSQL, MySQL, and Teradata. 

The s-Server installer includes JDBC drivers for Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, Teradata, and PostgreSQL

SQL. Those drivers require no additional steps to use.

In order to use  the MySQL JDBC driver, you need to follow  the steps below.

Installing the MySQL JDBC Driver

To use the MySQL JDBC driver, download the driver package from

http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/

Copy the mysql-connector-java-<version>-bin.jar file to $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib.

cp mysql-connector-java-5.1.45-bin.jar $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib

Make a symbolic link so the old name can be referenced

cd $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib

ln -s mysql-connector-java-5.1.45-bin.jar mysql-connector-java-3.1.14-bin.jar 

Note: Some Linux distributions include the MySQL JDBC driver as part of their installation package. If

this is the case for your Linux distribution, then copy the file mysql-connector-java-<version>-bin.jar to

$SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib and restart s-Server.

6.1 Logs and Installation

Installation Logs

While install is running, the install log is in /tmp/bitrock_installer.log. After install completes,
the install log is in the installation directory as install.log.

System Logs

Provided the server being installed on uses rsyslog (most Linux installations do) and if the
server provides a directory for add-on syslog configurations the installer will place a
sqlstream.conf file in /etc/rsyslog.d, and reload the rsyslog service as part of the install. 

This will produce a timestamped console.log in /var/log/sqlstream/console.log in addition to
the normal syslog entries in the messages file and any daemon trace logs defined on the
system.

You can edit /etc/rsyslog.d/sqlstream.conf to point the console output to a different file if
desired.
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6.2 Confirming s-Server is Running

To confirm that Guavus s-Server is running, do one of the following:

· Check if s-Server appears in SQLstream s-Studio.

· Use jps -l to confirm that "AspenVJdbcServer" is running. (This is the actual name of
s-Server.)

Start SQLstream s-Studio

Once the Guavus s-Server is started, you can open SQLstream s-Studio by double-clicking
its desktop icon or by running the SQLstream script from any directory. When you launch s-
Studio, you will need to enter connection information for your installation of s-Server.

If the server is running, s-Studio should connect to it and its icon will appear in the left pane of
s-Studio:

Use jps -l

Guavus s-Server runs as a Java Virtual Machine called  AspenVJdbcServer.

To confirm that Guavus s-Server is running, you can use the Java jps -l command. (See
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/tools/unix/jps.html for more detail on this
command.) Since s-Server runs as the sqlstream user, you will need to run jps-l it as sudo in
order to see s-Server running. This command will produce something like the following if s-
Server is running:

6301 sun.tools.jps.Jps

2560 com.sqlstream.aspen.server.AspenVJdbcServer

7 Using the Guavus SQLstream Launch Page

All Guavus SQLstream installations other than Linux feature a SQLstream Launch Page.

This page lets you do the following:

· Start and stop Guavus s-Server, webAgent, s-Dashboard, and StreamLab, as well as
Apache Kafka.

· Register your instance of Guavus SQLstream.

· Run the Mochi demonstration application.
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· Start and stop data for select StreamLab applications.

· Download SQLstream s-Studio and SQLstream client tools.

· Access Guavus s-Server through the command line.

Start and Stop Guavus SQLstream Components

Guavus s-Server is started by default. In order to run StreamLab, you need to start webAgent
and StreamLab. Two of the StreamApps require Apache Kafka. In order to run these, you will
need to start Apache Kafka. 

Registering Guavus SQLstream

You can run Guavus SQLstream in a throttled version (1GB/data processed a day) without
registering. Once you register, you can run a version at full capacity for 60 days. To register,
you need to enter an email address and company name.

Running the Mochi Demonstration Application

The Mochi demonstration application simulates clusters of failed logins at a bank, either by
phone or web, as well as withdrawals or debits using the same customer id number. You can
start and view the Mochi demonstration from the launch page. See Running the Mochi Demo
for more details.

Starting StreamApp Data

StreamLab features a number of built-in demonstration applications. You can start data for
these from this launch page.
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Downloading s-Studio and Client Tools

You can download and install SQLstream s-Studio and client tools. 

You can configure s-Studio to connect with your Guavus SQLstream instance by taking the
following steps:

1. Copy the JDBC address from the launch page.

2. Launch s-Studio.

3. Right-click First SQLstream Server.

4. Paste the JDBC address into the URL field and click OK.
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5. Right-click First SQLstream Server again and select Connect.

6. Studio should connect to s-Server and display a list of schemas, data sources,
plugins, and so on.

Accessing s-Server Via the Command Line

You can access s-Server via JDBC and SSH. The Launch Page lists both the JDBC URL for
this instance of s-Server and information on accessing the s-Server instance via SSH and
PuTTY.

8 Using the AWS Marketplace Guavus SQLstream AMI

If you have an Amazon AWS Marketplace account, you can try Guavus SQLstream as an
Amazon Marketplace AMI.

Amazon Machine Images run as virtual machines in the cloud. For more information, see
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/AMIs.html.

What You Need

To use the Guavus SQLstream AMI, it is helpful, but not mandatory, to have experience with
Amazon EC2. If you haven't worked with EC2 before, you will need to both create an Amazon
Web Services account and generate a public/private keypair for EC2. 

EC2 Key Pair

Amazon EC2 uses public/private key crytography to secure login data. To log into an instance
on EC2, you will need a public/private keypair. If you have used AWS in the past, you likely
have one of these. They can also be created through the AWS site. See
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-key-pairs.html for more details.
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Launching the Marketplace Guavus SQLstream AMI

Open the AWS Marketplace home page at https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/

Enter Guavus SQLstream in the search box at the top of the page.

On the page that opens, click Guavus SQLstream.

The page that opens describes Guavus SQLstream and lets you select the region in which
you will run the Guavus SQLstream AMI. Choose your region click Continue.

Choosing an Instance Type

The page that opens lets you choose an instance type on which the AMI will run. An instance
type describes the memory and processors allotted to the image.

By default, the Marketplace Guavus SQLstream AMI runs on an r3.xlarge instance type.
Instance types determine how well Guavus SQLstream will perform, but also how much your
AMI will cost to run.

To run the Guavus SQLstream AMI, you should select an image type of at least m3.large. We
recommend this minimal requirement for demonstration purposes. For production use, you
should choose an image type of m3.xlarge or higher. The key here is the number of virtual
CPUs available. m3.large provides two CPUs, which is minimal to run s-Server and a data
generator in order to run the Mochi demo.
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You can leave the rest of the settings at their defaults. Click Launch with 1-click.

A page opens with a confirmation message. 

Click the EC2 Console link.

In the list of instances, find the instance of Guavus SQLstream. 

To the right, you will see a column labeled Public DNS Address. This will be something
similar to ec2-54-193-200-69.us-west-1.compute.amazonaws.com. 

Select and copy this address and paste it into a browser address bar.

The Guavus SQLstream AMI launch page opens.
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Making Sure Server is Connected

There is an indicator on the AMI home page at the bottom of the Welcome! section right
before the Demonstration section, that indicates the status of s-Server. Once s-Server is
connected, it will say "Server is listening on port 5570." This indicator will not display a
"listening" message until installation completes.

Using the Guavus SQLstream AMI Launch Page

From the Guavus SQLstream AMI launch page, you can do the following:

· Run the Mochi demo
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· Use StreamLab, using a built-in stream of bus location data.

· Download s-Studio for Windows to view the server and SQL.

Running the Mochi Demo

The Mochi demonstration application simulates clusters of failed logins at a bank, either by phone or

web, as well as withdrawals or debits using the same customer id number. See the topic Running the

Mochi Demo for more details. 

To run the Mochi demo, click the "Start Mochi Demo" link. Like the installation of s-Server, this process

takes some time to initiate. We recommend waiting 5 minutes to allow the Mochi demo to start. 

Next, click the "View Mochi Demo" link. This will open a new tab or window in your browser pointing to

the dashboard list. If it fails, it probably means you didn't wait long enough. Close the window, wait a little

longer, and try again.

When you're done with the demo, you can either use the "Stop Mochi Demo" link to shut it down

cleanly, or just terminate the EC2 instance if you're done using it. If you are going to move on to use

StreamLab, you need to stop the Mochi demo cleanly.

Running StreamLab

StreamLab is a web application development environment that automatically generates streaming SQL.

StreamLab lets you set up projects where you can parse incoming streaming data, generate real time

analytics for it, visualize it, so that you can take action on it. See Guavus StreamLab Guide for more

details.

Viewing Tutorial

The Launch page links to a video tutorial that walks you through using Stream

Using Bus Data

SQLstream provides sample data to use with StreamLab. This is a continually-updating file in JSON

format. For more information on using StreamLab with bus data, see the topic Using StreamLab to Build

a Streaming Application in the Building Streaming Applications with Guavus SQLstream guide.

To run StreamLab, click the Try StreamLab 2.1.1 link.
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Using s-Studio

You can download and install SQLstream s-Studio. Once you do, you can configure s-Studio to connect

with your AMI Guavus SQLstream instance by taking the following steps:

1. Copy the JDBC address from the top of the AMI launch page.

2. Launch s-Studio.

3. Right-click First SQLstream Server.

4. Paste the JDBC address into the URL field and click OK.
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5. Right-click First SQLstream Server again and select Connect.

6. Studio should connect to s-Server and display a list of schemas, data sources, plugins, and so

on.

Terminating the Instance

When you're done using the instance, you should stop it, either from the EC2 Management Console or

from the command line.

9 Installing the SQLstream AMI

The Guavus SQLstream Trial AMI is an Amazon Machine Image that contains an Ubuntu
Server with Oracle JDK 1.7 and lsb-core installed, and SQLstream s- Using the AWS
Marketplace Guavus SQLstream AMI Server, and Guavus StreamLab installed in the Ubuntu
environment. In runs in the Amazon Compute Cloud, known in shorthand as EC2.

Amazon Machine Images run as virtual machines in the cloud. For more information, see
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/AMIs.html.

What You Need

To use the Guavus SQLstream Trial AMI, it is helpful, but not mandatory, to have experience
with Amazon EC2. If you haven't worked with EC2 before, you will need to both create an
Amazon Web Services account and generate a public/private keypair for EC2. These are
explained below.

Amazon Web Services Account

To access the Guavus SQLstream Trial AMI you first need an Amazon Web Services
account.  Once you have your AWS account set up, contact SQLstream support at
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sqlstream.support@guavus.com and give us your AWS account number. SQLstream
support will enable then access to the Guavus SQLstream AMI for your AWS account. 

Note: The AMI default location is Northern California. If you need your AMI to be accessed
from a different region, please let technical support know when you give them your account
number.

EC2 Key Pair

Amazon EC2 uses public/private key crytography to secure login data. To log into an instance
on EC2, you will need a public/private keypair. If you have used AWS in the past, you likely
have one of these. They can also be created through the AWS site. See
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-key-pairs.html for more details.

Launching Guavus SQLstream

For more information on launching images, see
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/launching-instance.html.

Contents of AMI

The Guavus SQLstream AMI is built on an Ubuntu Server with Oracle JDK 1.8.0_25 installed
manually. Everything else (other than the SQLstream software) is installed from standard
Ubuntu packages.

In order to accommodate s-Server's installation requirements, the following are preinstalled:

· lsb-core

· lighttpd

· php5-cgi

The installers for Guavus SQLstream are also included:

· SQLstream-sServer-6.0.0-x64.run

· SQLstream-StreamLab-2.1.1-linux-x64.run

Both s-Server and StreamLab are installed as root with --mode unattended, so the following are
all started as services on the AMI:

· s-Server

· WebAgent

· s-Dashboard

· StreamLab
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Launching the AMI

The AMI runs as an EC2 virtual server. 

To launch an instance of the AMI:

Open https://console.aws.amazon.com/ and log in with your Amazon Web Services user
name and password. If you do not have an AWS account, you will need to register for one
before launching the Guavus SQLstream AMI.

1. Click EC2 under Amazon Web Services:

The EC2 dashboard opens. 

2. On the bottom of the page, click the Launch Instance button.

The AMI launch page opens.
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3. In the left column, click Community AMIs.

4. Enter "SQLstream" in the search box and press Enter or Return.

Guavus SQLstream 6.0.0/StreamLab 2.1.1 should return as a search result.
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5. Click Select.

6. Next, select an image type for the AMI. To run the Guavus SQLstream AMI, you
should select an image type of at least m3.large. We recommend this minimal
requirement for demonstration purposes. For production use, you should choose an
image type of m3.xlarge or higher. The key here is the number of virtual CPUs
available. m3.large provides two CPUs, which is minimal to run s-Server and a data
generator in order to run the Mochi demo.

7. Click Next: Configure Instance Details. The Configure Instance Details page opens.

8. In the Configuring Instance Details page, leave settings at their default and click Next:
Add Storage.

9. For demo purposes, you do not need to add additional storage. Accept defaults here
and click Next: Tag Instance.

Tags help you manage your AWS resources. These are not mandatory. See
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/Using_Tags.html for more
details.

10. The Marketplace Guavus SQLstream AMI has configured a security to allow access
to the ports listed below. With the exception of SSH (22) and HTTP(80), all other
security groups should be set as a "Custom TCP Rule." Confirm that settings are as
follows:

· 5560, to allow home page to communicate with SQLstream appliances.

· 22 (SSH) if you want to be able to get to the shell

· 80 (HTTP) for the home page

· 5570 (SDP2) for sqlline and s-Server access

· 5580 (WebAgent)

· 5585 (ROSE) used by StreamLab

· 5590 (Streamlab)

· 5591 (StreamLab web socket)

· 5595 (s-Dashboard)

Note: Port 22 may be listed by default. The instance will not launch if two security
rules are the same.
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The next page asks you to review the instance details. 

11.Once you have reviewed the details, click Review and Launch.

The next page presents asks you to select a public/private key pair, as described
above. If you are new to AWS, you need to generate a new key pair. If you have
previously generated an AMI key pair, you can use that one. See
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-key-pairs.html for
more information on generating key pairs.

12.Check the box next to I acknowledge that I have access and click Launch Instance.

Note: In the screenshot above, a public/private key pair named Guavus SQLstream has
been previously created.

Accessing the Cover Page

After you launch the instance, follow the steps below in order to access the Guavus
SQLstream AMI cover page:
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1. Return to the EC2 dashboard and choose Instances in the left column. 

2. In the list of instances, find the instance of Guavus SQLstream. 

3. To the right, you will see a column labeled Public DNS Address. This will be
something similar to ec2-54-193-200-69.us-west-1.compute.amazonaws.com.
Select and copy this address and paste it into a browser address bar.

Once you do so, you will see a web page with the SQLstream logo and a list of
available options:

Registering with SQLstream

In order to use Guavus SQLstream, you will need to enter registration information. When you
first install Guavus s-Server, you register for a license, and will receive an email from our
license server with a link that lets you activate this license. Once you activate your license,
you can run s-Server for 60 days of product evaluation. This trial license places no limit on the
number of parallel number of threads in Guavus s-Server. After the trial license expires, you
need to request a new trial license from SQLstream. See the topic Guavus s-Server
Licensing for more details.

Making Sure Server is Connected

There is an indicator on the AMI home page at the bottom of the Welcome! section right
before the Demonstration section, that indicates the status of s-Server. Once s-Server is
connected, it will say "Server is listening on port 5570." This indicator will not display a
"listening" message until installation completes.
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Using the Guavus SQLstream AMI Launch Page

From the Guavus SQLstream AMI launch page, you can do the following:

· Run the Mochi demo

· Use StreamLab, using a built-in stream of bus location data.

· Download s-Studio for Windows to view the server and SQL.

Running the Mochi Demo

The Mochi demonstration application simulates clusters of failed logins at a bank, either by phone or

web, as well as withdrawals or debits using the same customer id number. See the topic Running the

Mochi Demo for more details. 

To run the Mochi demo, click the "Start Mochi Demo" link. Like the installation of s-Server, this process

takes some time to initiate. We recommend waiting 5 minutes to allow the Mochi demo to start. 

Next, click the "View Mochi Demo" link. This will open a new tab or window in your browser pointing to

the dashboard list. If it fails, it probably means you didn't wait long enough. Close the window, wait a little

longer, and try again.

When you're done with the demo, you can either use the "Stop Mochi Demo" link to shut it down

cleanly, or just terminate the EC2 instance if you're done using it. If you are going to move on to use

StreamLab, you need to stop the Mochi demo cleanly.

Running StreamLab

StreamLab is a web application development environment that automatically generates streaming SQL.

StreamLab lets you set up projects where you can parse incoming streaming data, generate real time

analytics for it, visualize it, so that you can take action on it. See Guavus StreamLab Guide for more

details.
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Viewing Tutorial

The Launch page links to a video tutorial that walks you through using Stream

Using Bus Data

SQLstream provides sample data to use with StreamLab. This is a continually-updating file in JSON

format. For more information on using StreamLab with bus data, see the topic Using StreamLab to Build

a Streaming Application in the Building Streaming Applications with Guavus SQLstream guide.

To run StreamLab, click the Try StreamLab 2.1.1 link.

Using s-Studio

You can download and install SQLstream s-Studio. Once you do, you can configure s-Studio to connect

with your AMI Guavus SQLstream instance by taking the following steps:

1. Copy the JDBC address from the top of the AMI launch page.

2. Launch s-Studio.

3. Right-click First SQLstream Server.
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4. Paste the JDBC address into the URL field and click OK.

5. Right-click First SQLstream Server again and select Connect.

6. Studio should connect to s-Server and display a list of schemas, data sources, plugins, and so

on.

Terminating the Instance

When you're done using the instance, you should stop it, either from the EC2 Management Console or

from the command line.
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10 Installing the Guavus SQLstream Azure MI

The Guavus SQLstream Trial Azure MI is an Azurfe Machine Image that contains an Ubuntu
Server with Oracle JDK 1.7 and lsb-core installed, and Guavus s-Server, and Guavus
StreamLab installed in the Ubuntu environment. In runs in Microsoft Azure. Microsoft Azure
Machine Images run as virtual machines in the cloud. 

What You Need

To use the Guavus SQLstream Trial AMI, it is helpful, but not mandatory, to have experience
with Microsoft Azure. You will also need a Microsoft account connected to a subscription or
resource group. If you do not have such an account through your workplace, you will need to
sign up for one.

To Install the Guavus SQLstream Azure MI:

1. Go to the Following link:

https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/sqlstream.com

2. Click the Get It Now button on the lefthand side.

3. Sign in with your Microsoft or work account. 

4. Accept Guavus's terms of use and privacy policy. You will be redirected to the Guavus
SQLstream welcome home in the Azure Portal.

5. Click the Create button. 

The next page asks you to configure basic settings.

6. Select a subscription.

7. If you have not previously created a Resource Group, click Create New and enter a name
for the new resource group, such as Guavus-SQLstream

8. Enter a name for the Virtual Machine, such as Guavus-SQLstream-VM. 

9. Select your region, or the region in which you want the Virtual Machine to run.

You can leave Availability Options as is, unless you know that you will require redundancy.
See Azure documentation for more information about redundancy.

10.Make sure that SQLstream 6.0.0.0 is selected for Image. (It should be set by default.)

11.VM Size should be set to A2 by default. We recommend this as the minimum size for
running Guavus-SQLstream. Click Change Size for information about pricing and/or
increasing the size of the VM.

The VM has an administrator account. You can authenticate this account through either a
username/password or a public key. 
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12.Choose a method and enter information accordingly. Note: this is not the account for
Guavus SQLstream itself.

13.At this point, you can click Review + Create. If you choose, you can also make changes to
disk size, virtual network settings, and so on, but the defaults set for these will work with
Guavus SQLstream. The VM is preconfigured, for example, with a Network Security Group
that accommodates all of Guavus SQLstream's needs.

The Review + Create page opens, giving you a summary of the VM, including pricing.

14.Once you have reviewed the information, click Create.

Azure creates the Guavus SQLstream VM. This may take some time.

15.Once the VM is created, click Go to Resource.

16.On the page that opens, find the public IP addresss:

17.Enter the IP address in your browser to begin using Guavus SQLstream.

Using the SQLstream Microsoft Azure MI Launch Page

From the Guavus SQLstream Microsoft Azure launch page, you can do the following:

· Run the Mochi demo

· Use StreamLab, using a built-in stream of bus location data.

· Download s-Studio for Windows to view the server and SQL.

Running the Mochi Demo

The Mochi demonstration application simulates clusters of failed logins at a bank, either by
phone or web, as well as withdrawals or debits using the same customer id number. See the
topic Running the Mochi Demo for more details. 

To run the Mochi demo, click the "Start Mochi Demo" link. Like the installation of s-Server, this
process takes some time to initiate. We recommend waiting 5 minutes to allow the Mochi
demo to start. 
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Next, click the "View Mochi Demo" link. This will open a new tab or window in your browser
pointing to the dashboard list. If it fails, it probably means you didn't wait long enough. Close
the window, wait a little longer, and try again.

When you're done with the demo, you can either use the "Stop Mochi Demo" link to shut it
down cleanly, or just terminate the EC2 instance if you're done using it. If you are going to
move on to use StreamLab, you need to stop the Mochi demo cleanly.

Running StreamLab

StreamLab is a web application development environment that automatically generates
streaming SQL. StreamLab lets you set up projects where you can parse incoming streaming
data, generate real time analytics for it, visualize it, so that you can take action on it. See
Guavus StreamLab Guide for more details.

Viewing Tutorial

The Launch page links to a video tutorial that walks you through using StreamLab.

Using Bus Data

SQLstream provides sample data to use with StreamLab. This is a continually-updating file in
JSON format. For more information on using StreamLab with bus data, see the topic Using
StreamLab to Build a Streaming Application in the Building Streaming Applications with
Guavus SQLstream guide.

To run StreamLab, click the Try StreamLab 2.1.1 link.

Using s-Studio

You can download and install SQLstream s-Studio. Once you do, you can configure s-Studio
to connect with your Microsoft Azure MI instance by taking the following steps:

1. Copy the JDBC address from the top of the Microsoft Azure MI launch page.

2. Launch s-Studio.

3. Right-click First SQLstream Server.
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4. Paste the JDBC address into the URL field and click OK.

5. Right-click First SQLstream Server again and select Connect.

6. Studio should connect to s-Server and display a list of schemas, data sources,
plugins, and so on.

Terminating the Instance

When you're done using the instance, you should stop it, either from the Azure Management
Console or from the command line.

11 Installing the Guavus SQLstream Virtual Machine
Appliance

The Guavus SQLstream Virtual Machine appliance contains an Ubuntu Server with s-Server
and StreamLab installed. 

The Guavus SQLstream Trial Virtual Machine appliance is an Open Virtualization Archive,
which is an open standard format for distributing virtual machine appliances. The file is a
single tar archive in Open Virtualization Format, and contains a Virtual Machine image and
metadata for automating on import. OVF is supported by leading VM vendors such as Oracle
VirtualBox and VMware. We have tested importing using VirtualBox and VMware. Please see
https://www.virtualbox.org/ or http://www.vmware.com/ for details on these virtualization
platforms. To install a Virtual Machine on Hyper-V on Windows 10, you can use the Guavus
SQLstream Virtual Hard Disk.

Note: On some Intel motherboards, you may need to enable Intel's VT-x feature in BIOS
before you can run these platforms.
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Requirements

In order to run the Guavus SQLstream Trial Virtual Machine appliance with good performance,
we recommend a host system with 4 cores and 8GB RAM. 

What to Import

The VMI is a single 2.7 GB file called SQLstream-6.0.0.0.ova. It is available from
www.sqlstream.com. For instructions on how to import Open Virtualization Archives, please
see the documentation for your virtualization platform .

Contents of VMI

The Guavus SQLstream Trial VMI is built on an Ubuntu Server instance with the GNOME 3
desktop. 

The automatic user is user name "Guavus SQLstreamr." The user "Guavus SQLstreamr"
has no password and can use sudo, also without a password. (See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sudo for details on sudo.)

In order to accommodate s-Server's installation requirements, the following are preinstalled:

· Oracle JDK 1.8.0_25 (installed manually)

· lsb-core

· lighttpd

· php5-cgi

The StreamLab package is also preinstalled. See Guavus StreamLab Guide for more details
on this product.

Steps to Get the Virtual Machine Appliance Running

1. Import the OVA file into your virtualization system, using the steps described in the
system's documentation. (It may take some time to import the OVA file.)

2. Start the virtual machine. (This may also take some time.)

Once it is running, the virtual machine will automatically log in to the Linux desktop and display
an information page for Guavus SQLstream. You can run a free, limited version of Guavus
SQLstream for as long as you want. To receive a 60-day license for a full Enterprise edition,
fill in your email address and company name on this information page.

From this page, you can run and view the Mochi demo, as well as StreamLab.
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See the topic Quick Post-Installation Steps for details on what to do next. You can also read
the Guavus s-Server Getting Started Guide for more details.

12 Installing the Guavus SQLstream Virtual Hard Disk

The Guavus SQLstream Trial Virtual Hard Disk contains an Ubuntu Server with s-Server and
StreamLab installed. It can run on any Windows 10 Pro system with Hyper V enabled.

The Guavus SQLstream Trial Virtual Hard Disk is a file format that contains a virtual hard
drive. The file is a single zip archive in VHD, and contains a Virtual Hard Disk and metadata
for automating on import. We have tested VHD with Microsoft's Hyper V.

Requirements 

In order to run the Guavus SQLstream Trial Virtual Hard Disk with good performance, we
recommend a host system with 4 cores and 8GB.

Steps to Get the Virtual Hard Disk Running 

1. Download the zip file containing the VHD from http://www.sqlstream.com. Unzip the file.

2. Start Windows Hyper-V.

3. In the right column, under Actions, click Import Virtual Machine.

4. Browse to the folder called SQLstream-6.0.0.1 inside the unzipped folder (which is
SQLstream-6.0.0.1 by default).
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5. Click Select Folder.

6. Click Next. SQLstream-6.0.1 should appear under Select the virtual machine to import
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7. Click Next.

8. On the next page, choose Register the virtual machine (use the existing unique ID)

9. An error message may apper indicating that Hyper-V cannot find an Ethernet switch. To
the left of Connection, select Default Switch. A summary of the Virtual Machine appears.

10.Click Finish.

11.In the Hyper-V window, right-click the s-Server virtual machine and select Start.

12.Once it is running, the virtual machine will automatically log in to the Linux desktop:

Using the Guavus SQLstream Container Cover Page 

If it does not open automatically, to access the Guavus SQLstream Cover Page, open your
browser and go to the following address:

http://localhost/

The Guavus SQLstream Container Cover Page displays. Note: The message at the top of the
page will differ depending on the container in which you have installed Guavus SQLstream.
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This page lets you do the following:

1. Confirm that the following Guavus SQLstream components are running (you can also stop
these from this page): s-Server, webAgent, s-Dashboard, StreamLab

2. Register your Guavus SQLstream Container, which installs as a free version limited to
processing 1G of data per day. Once you have registered, SQLstream will send you a 60-
day trial license for Guavus SQLstream's Enterprise Edition, which lets you process
unlimited data. When your 60-day trial license expires, this instance will revert to the
1GB/day limit.
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3. Run the Mochi Demonstration application. Using s-Dashboard, the Mochi demonstration
application simulates clusters of failed logins at a bank, either by phone or web, as well as
withdrawals or debits using the same customer id number.

4. Start a stream of simulated bus location data, see this data being used in a StreamLab
application, and view a tutorial on how to integrate this data on your own.

5. Download and install SQLstream s-Studio and other client tools. See Installing SQLstream
s-Studio and Installing SQLstream Client Tools for more details. For both s-Studio and
sqlLine, you will need the JDBC address for the s-Server instance in the Guavus
SQLstream Docker Container. By default, this address is
jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://localhost:5570

13 Installing the Guavus SQLstream Docker Container

You can run Guavus SQLstream as a Docker container, as either a Complete, Development,
or Minimal installation. The Complete and Development versions include a Cover Page that
lets you manage installed applications.

Docker containers are like lightweight Virtual Machines, but instead of bundling an entire
operating system, they bundle the code, a runtime, libraries, environment variables, and
config files required to make Guavus SQLstream work. Using Docker, you can do everything
you could do with a “bare metal” installation of s-Server and StreamLab.

You can run Docker on Linux, Mac, and Windows systems. For more information, see
https://docs.docker.com/engine/installation/.

We recommend running the Guavus SQLstream Docker container on a system with at least
2 CPU cores, 4GB RAM, and 4GB of available disk space. All Guavus SQLstream Containers
are 64-bit and require a 64-bit host OS and a Docker version that supports 64-bit containers.

Complete

We have desigend the Guavus SQLstream Docker Complete container for users that are
getting started with Guavus SQLstream. It includes an Ubuntu server with s-Server,
webAgent, s-Dashboard, StreamLab, and the Guavus SQLstream Cover Page installed, as
well as Apache Kafka, PostgreSQL, and a set of demonstration applications with sample
data.

To run the Guavus SQLstream Complete Docker container, make sure Docker is installed
and enter the following command:

docker run -d -p 8080:80 -p 5590:5590 -p 5585:5585 -p 5595:5595 -p 5580:5580 -p

5560:5560 -p 9092:9092 -p 2181:2181 sqlstream/complete

(The -p command publishes needed ports to your host machine, so that you can connect with
Guavus SQLstream components in the container.)
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Development

We have designed the Guavus SQLstream Development Docker image for developers. It
includes an Ubuntu server with s-Server, webAgent, s-Dashboard, StreamLab and the
Guavus SQLstream Cover Page installed, as well as Apache Kafka and PostgreSQL.

To run the Guavus SQLstream Development Docker container, make sure Docker is installed
and enter the following command:

docker run -d -p 8080:80 -p 5590:5590 -p 5585:5585 -p 5595:5595 -p 5580:5580 -p

5560:5560 -p 9092:9092 -p 2181:2181 sqlstream/development

(The -p command publishes needed ports to your host machine, so that you can connect with
Guavus SQLstream components in the container.)

Minimal

The Guavus SQLstream Minimal Docker image contains only s-Server and webAgent. This
version only needs to map ports 5570 (s-Server) and 5580 (webAgent).

We have designed this image for integrating with orchestrators like Kubernetes, mass
deployments, autoscaling and highly available environments.

To run the Guavus SQLstream Minimal Docker container, make sure Docker is installed and
enter the following command:

docker run -d -p 5580:5580 -p 5570:5570 sqlstream/minimal

(The -p command publishes needed ports to your host machine, so that you can connect with
Guavus SQLstream components in the container.)

Tailing Docker Messages

You can tail messages by first using

    docker ps

to identify the containerid, and then using

    docker logs -f <containerid>

For more information on viewing container logs, see
https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/logs/.

Opening the Guavus SQLstream Docker Container Cover Page

To access the Guavus SQLstream Cover Page, open your browser and go to the following
address:

/localhost
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The Guavus SQLstream Docker Container Welcome page displays. 

This page lets you do the following:

Confirm that the following Guavus SQLstream components are running (you can also stop
these from this page):

s-Server, webAgent, s-Dashboard, StreamLab

Register Guavus SQLstream Docker Container, which installs as a free version limited to
processing 1G of data per day. Once you have registered, SQLstream will send you a 60-
day trial license for Guavus SQLstream's Enterprise Edition, which lets you process
unlimited data. When your 60-day trial license expires, this instance will revert to the
1GB/day limit.

Run the Mochi Demonstration. Using s-Dashboard, the Mochi demonstration application
simulates clusters of failed logins at a bank, either by phone or web, as well as withdrawals
or debits using the same customer id number. 

Start a stream of simulated bus location data, see this data being used in a StreamLab
application, and view a tutorial on how to integrate this data on your own.

Download and install SQLstream s-Studio and other client tools. See Installing SQLstream
s-Studio and Installing SQLstream Client Tools for more details. For both s-Studio and
sqlLine, you will need the JDBC address for the s-Server instance in the Guavus SQLstream
Docker Container. By default, this address is jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://localhost:5570
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14 Installing SQLstream on Paralells

You can install Guavus SQLstream on Parallels.

To do so:

1. Install Parallels on your machine. For an installer, see https://www.parallels.com/

2. Download the Parallels installer from https://sqlstream.com/downloads/parallels/. This
installer downloads as a zip file called SQLstream-\<VERSION\>.pvm.zip

3. Unzip the Parallels installer.

4. Double-click the Parallels installer.

The SQLstream virtual appliance for Parallels opens with a welcome page:

This page lets you do the following:
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Confirm that the following Guavus SQLstream components are running (you can also stop
these from this page):

s-Server, webAgent, s-Dashboard, StreamLab

Register Guavus SQLstream Parallels virtual appliance, which installs as a free version
limited to processing 1G of data per day. Once you have registered, SQLstream will send
you a 60-day trial license for Guavus SQLstream's Enterprise Edition, which lets you
process unlimited data. When your 60-day trial license expires, this instance will revert to the
1GB/day limit.

Run the Mochi Demonstration application. Using s-Dashboard, the Mochi demonstration
application simulates clusters of failed logins at a bank, either by phone or web, as well as
withdrawals or debits using the same customer id number. 

Start a stream of simulated bus location data, see this data being used in a StreamLab
application, and view a tutorial on how to integrate this data on your own.

Download and install SQLstream s-Studio and other client tools. See Installing SQLstream
s-Studio and Installing SQLstream Client Tools for more details. For both s-Studio and
sqlLine, you will need the JDBC address for the s-Server instance in the Guavus SQLstream
Parallels virtual appliance. By default, this address is jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://localhost:5570

15 Installing Guavus StreamLab

Guavus StreamLab is a browser-based application that lets you view and create
visualizations of streaming data. 

You should install and run StreamLab after Installing Guavus s-Server.

You can install Guavus StreamLab using an X-windows wizard. The easiest way to launch the installer is

by initiating the installation file from the command line. 

The StreamLab installer ships as a binary file - usually named SQLstream-StreamLab-2.0.0 (where X.Y.Z

is the version number - for example, 2.0.0) that you acquired either from a SQLstream CD or by

downloading it from http://www.sqlstream.com/downloads.

Note: You can also install StreamLab in text-only mode. See Appendix A: Installing StreamLab on the

Command Line.

Note: You cannot install StreamLab on a shared VirtualBox foler (a folder of type vboxsf). You need to

install StreamLab on a local drive on the VirtualBox itself.

To install StreamLab:

1. From a terminal prompt enter ./SQLstream-StreamLab-X.Y.Z-linux-x64.run.
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If the installer does not launch, make sure the file is executable by running chmod +x <filename>.

The Welcome page appears, introducing the Setup Wizard.

2. Click Forward. The License Agreement page of the installation wizard opens.

3. If you are logged in as root, the default directory is /opt/sqlstream/2.1.1/, otherwise the default

directory is /home/<user>/sqlstream/SQLstream/2.1.1/ Confirm the directory, then click Forward.

The Repository Directory page opens.

4. Confirm the directory, then click Forward. 

5. Click Forward. The StreamLab Service/Daemon page opens. This page lets you setup StreamLab as

a service that starts automatically at system startup.

7. Choose whether or not to create the service and click Forward. The Ready to Install page opens.

Click Forward to start the Installation. See the topic Running StreamLab to begin using

StreamLab.

16 Using SQLstream s-Studio

SQLstream s-Studio is a graphical interface for viewing and manipulating s-Server data. It
provides access to all the objects defined in an instance of the Guavus s-Server, including
streams, tables, views, adapters, and pumps.  Using s-Studio, you can create, delete, view,
or edit SQL object definitions (such as streams, tables, and views) as well as inspect
streaming data in real time. 

SQLstream s-Studio is SQLstream's Integrated Development Environment. It lets you develop, test, run,

and administer streaming SQL applications. 

The Catalog tab displays s-Server objects. Most objects--streams, tables, functions, views, and pumps--

appear under schemas. You can inspect these objects by clicking them. You can create new objects by

right-clicking the object's folder as well as work with the SQL for each object.

The Activities tab displays information on managing s-Server.
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Overview of the s-Studio Development Environment

The left side of the window shows two tabs, Catalog and Activity. Once connected, the Development tab

lists all s-Server objects. The Activity tab shows currently running sessions, statements, locks, stream

graphs, stream operators, and the Global Error Stream.

At the bottom of the main window, to the right of the Catalog Navigator, is a utility area. Its default

windows are for displaying information about properties, problems, console actions, and errors. New

windows, such as data inspectors for looking at streaming data, will open in this lower area.

Finally, the empty area above the utility area, between the Development and Welcome panes, is the

Editor area. When you open object editors, they will appear in tabbed panes within this space.

You can rearrange and resize all panes and tabs by clicking and dragging. You can restore closed

windows using Window / Show View.   

Browsing Object Definitions

On install, the Catalog Navigator contains a single, default server instance called First Guavus s-Server.

It refers to the default installation of the Guavus s-Server on the local host. You will find this same

instance at the top of both the Development and Management tabs, with different information under it for

each.
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The installed First Guavus s-Server includes samples of schemas, data sources, and data sinks, as

shown in the screenshots above. (Clicking the triangle next to the First Guavus s-Server label, or double-

clicking the folder, shows the lower levels of the tree.)

Within the sample schema are the following objects:

· Foreign Streams

· Foreign Tables

· Streams

· Tables

· Views

· User Defined Functions (and Procedures)

· Pumps

The sample instance also contains:

· Data Sources and Sinks. These are server objects that let s-Server connect to and write to data

sources.

· Plugins - These are the standard set of foreign data wrappers in s-Server:

Each repository object has a right-click menu of appropriate actions, including Open (for most object

types), Inspect (for streams), and Query (for tables, views and streams).

You can see a list of the components of an object, such as the ASKS stream, by clicking the arrowhead

next to it.

To Open it completely and see the properties of those components, double-click its line in the

Development pane, such as ASKS in this case.

The following two images illustrate the two methods. The second image shows the definitions (name,

type, length, nullable, default) for each of the stream's columns, in a new window placed in the center of

the SQLstream s-Studio frame:
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Stream Opened Inside Development Pane

Note that, below the definition pane, the Definition tab is selected for this view. ASKS can also be viewed

as SQL by clicking the SQL tab, or as Java by clicking its tab, which provides (for relational objects)

some sample Java code for accessing the stream, table, or view. 

17 Client Tools Contents

Client Tools Contents

Client Tools contains sqlline, mtsql, datagen, jdbc, Log File Agent, and WebAgent, as
described below with links to further detail.

Tool Description Comments

sqlline SQLLine is a command-line tool for
communicating with the Guavus s-
Server or with other servers or
databases, a generic & open-source
database client that works with any jdbc
database. More information about
SQLLine can be found at:
http://sqlline.sourceforge.net/

SQLLine can be used interactively or to
read a script. Its command language is
SQL: it reads SQL statements and

For the version in our client tools, the command
line options are explained in the source file
aspen/tools/sqlline. (See also the sqlline page
in this manual.)

Note that a streaming query can take a long time
to complete — maybe forever.

If SQLline executes a query, it prints all the rows
in the result set.
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sends them to the server, gets the
results, and prints the results.

mtsql The tool mtsql is like sqlline, but can
run several SQL clients at the same
time, in parallel, in separate threads of
execution.

You can use MTSQL to test and
benchmark your applications by writing
multi-threaded SQL scripts,
synchronizing separate threads, and
capturing output from each thread
separately.

Each thread executes a list of
commands, in the mtsql language. The
language is an extension of SQL which
provides ways of coordinating the
parallel clients.

The point of mtsql is that one script runs as
several parallel, coordinated clients.

The command line options are simple and
described in comments in aspen/tools/mtsql.

datagen Datagen generates test data for
SQLstream applications, and pushes
the data into SQLstream using the
SQLstream JDBC Driver.

The test data to be generated is
described in XML files. DataGen
processes DataSet and TupleRule XML
definitions to generate streaming
sample data for SQLstream.

See also the DataGen section of the Concepts
Guide.

datagen/jdbc JDBC (Java DataBase Connectivity) is a
standard Java API for connecting to
relational databases and other data
sources that can produce relational
data.

See also the JDBC Driver section of the
Enterprise Interface Guide, for a discussion of
JDBC in the SQLstream context, where it is used
by applications to get data into or out of
SQLstream.

Log File Agent The Log File Agent is installed on a
remote server to supply log file records
generated on that server as input to a
stream being generated on the Guavus
s-Server.

Logs that are generated from other servers,
termed remote servers, can be input to streams
using the SQLstream Log File Agent as
described in its chapter at the indicated link.

Logs that are accessible directly from the server
that hosts SQLstream can be input to streams
directly through the use of the SQLstream Log
File Adapter. For more information, see the topic
Log File Adapter in the Integration Guide.

Application tracing uses a trace.properties file
similar to that used by the Guavus s-Server. An
example properties file is included in the Client
Tools zip file. See the description in the
Application Tracing section of the Log File Agent
topic in the Integration Guide and the sample
trace.properties file in the Client Tools zip file.
(See also the Tracing Parameters section of the
Administration Guide.)
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WebAgent webAgent functions as a simple,
miniature Web server. It accepts
HTTP requests, sends these to
s-Server, and returns JSON
objects. See json.org for more
details on JSON objects.
SQLstream WebAgent is
delivered as part of the
SQLstream Client Tools, in the
shell script webagent.sh. 

WebAgent is used by a number of SQLstream
applications, including StreamLab and s-
Dashboard.
In order to use WebAgent with web applications,
users need one of the following browsers.

* Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (or later), Google
Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or later),
or Apple Safari 7 (or later).

Structure of the ClientTools.zip file

The following table shows the directory structure and contents of the ClientTools.zip file, with
links to further descriptions for DATAGEN, JDBC, the Log File Agent, and how the
trace.properties file is used. For more information, see the topic DATAGEN in the Concepts
Guide, the topics JDBC Driver and Log File Agent in the Integration Guide.
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Directory Next-level Contents Next-level Contents

bin/ mtsql
sqlline

datagen

datagen/conf/ datagen.properties
DataSet.xsd
TupleRule.xsd
trace.properties

datagen/conf/ sample/ sales.bids.linear.embedded.set.xml
sales.bids.linear.row.xml
sales.bids.linear.set.xml
sales.bids.random.row.xml
sales.bids.random.set.xml

datagen/doc/api/ allclasses-frame.html?toc=0
allclasses-noframe.html?toc=0
constant-values.html?toc=0
deprecated-list.html?toc=0
help-doc.html?toc=0
index-all.html?toc=0
index.html?toc=0
overview-summary.html?toc=0
overview-tree.html?toc=0
package-list
serialized-form.html?toc=0

datagen/doc/api/com/ sqlstream/ datagen
AbstractDataRule.html?toc=0
AbstractParser.html?toc=0
CompoundDataRule.html?toc=0
DataGenerator.html?toc=0
DataGeneratorTest.html?toc=0
DataRule.html?toc=0
DataSet.CommitMode.html?toc=0
Dataset.html?toc=0
DataSet.PunctDeliveryStyle.html?toc=0
DataSet.TupleDeliveryStyle.html?toc=0
DataSetParser.html?toc=0
DataSink.html?toc=0
DoubleDataRule.html?toc=0
LongDataRule.html?toc=0
package-frame.html?toc=0
package-summary.html?toc=0
package-tree.html?toc=0
ParserTest.html?toc=0
RelativeDate.html?toc=0
StreamDataSink.html?toc=0
StringDataRule.html?toc=0
TimeDataRule.html?toc=0
TupleGeneratorTest.html?toc=0
TupleRuleParser.html?toc=0

datagen/doc/api/com sqlstream/images DataSet_schema.png
TupleRule_schema.png

datagen/doc/api/com sqlstream/resources inherit.gif

datagen/lib DataGen.jar

datagen/jdbc DataSet_schema.png
TupleRule_schema.png
aspen-tools.jar
jline.jars
READMEs
sqlline.jars
SqlStreamJdbc.jars
SqlStreamJdbc_Complete.jar

Log File Agent

Log File Agent/lib LogFileAgent.jar

Log File Agent/trace trace.properties
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18 Starting and Stopping s-Server Manually

By default, Guavus s-Server runs as a service. This service will automatically start when you
log into your Linux environment.

To start your Guavus s-Server manually, you need to be logged in as the sqlstream default
user. This is the user that you indicated (or created) during the installation process. You can
then run the script named "s-Server", located in the bin directory:

 $SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin/s-Server

You can also run the server without logging in as the s-Server default user by using this
syntax from the $SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin/ directory.

sudo -u <default user> ./s-Server

Note: The first time you run the server, it creates a checkpoint. Before you run the server for
the first time, you cannot restore the catalog because no checkpoint exists.

Stopping the Guavus s-Server

To stop the Guavus s-Server, type:

 !quit

into the Guavus s-Server terminal window. This will stop the server, create a checkpoint
backup of the repository, and close the window.

If there are open client connections to the server (for example, if the user interface is running),
the server will alert you and continue running.

If you need to stop the server in spite of open client connections, type:

!kill

into the Guavus s-Server terminal window. This will force closure of the connections, then
stop the server and create a checkpoint backup of the repository.

In the event that neither !quit nor !kill is able to stop the server, you can type Ctrl+C into the
Guavus s-Server terminal window. This will abort the server and shut down the repository, but
will not create the checkpoint backup of the repository. When you next restart the server, it will
restore the previous checkpoint backup, so any changes made to repository objects since
then will be lost. Obviously, this option should only be used in extreme circumstances.

19 Installing s-Studio and Client Tools as Standalone
Packages

While both SQLstream s-Studio and SQLstream client tools install as part of the s-Server
suite, you may also want to install them on a machine that connects to s-Server. s-Studio lets
you monitor and manipulate s-Server data, while client tools provide a range of functionality,
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from collecting data on a remote server (say, one with a log file) to generating test data, to
running SQL against s-Server in a terminal (sqlLine client).

Instructions for Installing s-Studio as a Standalone Package

Instructions for Installing Client Tools as a Standalone Package

19.1 Installing SQLstream s-Studio

By default, s-Studio installs as part of the s-Server package. These instructions are for
installing s-Studio in a standalone context.

s-Studio is a client for s-Server which lets you view, query, and create streams, tables, views,
pumps, and other objects. It installs on either Windows or Linux and communicates with s-
Server via JDBC. While you can install SQLstream s-Studio as part of the s-Server
installation, you can also install it on a separate machine, as long as that machine can reach
s-Server via JDBC. SQLstream s-Studio can be installed on either Windows or Linux. 

S-Studio Requirements

All SQLstream Studio system memory and disk requirements are above and  beyond
SQLstream Server system requirements when running on the same physical or virtual
machine.

Component Details

Windows Windows 10, Windows 8/8.1, or Windows 7. Both 32-bit and 64-bit versions
are supported.

Linux A 2.6 or later Linux kernel distribution with Libc version 2.4 or later. Other Linux
kernel versions are not supported.

Versions known to work include  CentOS 5.x, Centos 6.x, Mageia 3, Redhat Enterprise Linux
5.x, Redhat Enterprise Linux 6.x, Ubuntu 10.04 LTS (Lucid Lynx), Ubuntu 11.04 (Natty
Narwhal), Ubuntu 11.10 (Oneiric Ocelot), Ubuntu 12.04 (Precise Pangolin), Ubuntu 13.04
(Raring Ringtail)

Disk space Installed software requires 1GB. Log files, repository, and so on require an additional 1 GB.
The amount actually used will depend on how you configure logging, how many objects you
create, and so on.
2GB is probably a safe minimum for an initial install.
See Guavus s-Server Installation Directories for more information on installation directories.

Memory 2G RAM, 1G available disk space. When running under VMWare, 2G physical RAM required
on guest system.

Java A 32-bit or 64-bit JRE (Java Runtime Environment) version 7 Update 25 or later.  Earlier
versions of Java are not supported.  Use the 32-bit JRE for 32-bit Windows s-Studio
installations. Use the 64-bit JRE for 64-bit Windows or Linux installations
  s-Studio installations.

Installation Steps

The following instructions apply to Linux. Windows installation proceeds similarly.
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1. From a terminal prompt enter ./SQLstream-sStudio-X.Y.Z-x64.run, where X.Y.Z represent
the release and version numbers, as in SQLstream-3.0.0, and x64 or x32 represents
running on a 64-bit or 32-bit operating system.

When the installer begins, the following splash page appears:

o If it does not work, make sure the file is executable (by running chmod +x SQLstream-
sStudio-X.Y.Z-x64.run), and try double-clicking the SQLstream icon again.

o If the installer still does not launch, it generally means JAVA_HOME is not in the default
PATH, so the installer fails to find/run Java to execute the installer. Ensure that
JAVA_HOME is in the default PATH and try double-clicking the icon again;

A Welcome page appears, introducing the Setup Wizard.

2. Click Forward. The SQLstream license text appears in a new dialog box.

3. Click the radio button next to I accept and then click Forward.

The Installation Directories page appears. This page lets you select directories for s-Studio.
Note: the installation user must have permission for these directories.To change
directories, click the browse button to the right of the directory field.
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4. Click Forward.

The Default Server Host Name page appears. Enter the name of the server on which your
installation of s-Server runs. If you do not know this location, please consult your system
administrator.

5. Click Forward to begin the installation process, which then displays a progress bar to
show you how far along installation has progressed.
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Installation is complete when the progress bar reaches 100%. You will see a confirmation
dialog box.

6. Click Finish to exit the installer and/or view the Readme file.

When you launch s-Studio for the first time, you will need to enter connection information for
your installation of s-Server.

Configuring s-Studio to Connect to s-Server

To configure s-Server to connect to s-Server:

1. Determine connection information for the s-Server instance. For example, if s-Server is
installed locally, your system administrator will have this. If it is installed as an Amazon
Machine Image, this will appear on the home page for the AMI.

2. Right click on First SQLstream Server and choose Properties.
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3. Enter the JDBC URL for the s-Server instance.

4. Click OK. The left pane of SQLstream s-Studio should populate with objects from the s-
Server instance.

19.2 Installing SQLstream Client Tools

The SQLstream Client Tools are a set of applications that assist you in running, testing, and
maintaining your s-Server.  By default, Client Tools install as part of the s-Server package.
These instructions are for installing Client Tools in a standalone context.

You can run any of the client tools below as a regular user. Most of them use JDBC to
connect with s-Server.

The following client tools install on both Linux and Windows:
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Tool Description

sqlline SQLLine is a command-line tool for communicating w ith the Guavus s-Server. It is a generic & open-source

database client that w orks w ith any jdbc database. More information about SQLLine can be found at:

http://sqlline.sourceforge.net/

datagen Datagen generates test data for SQLstream applications, and pushes the data into SQLstream using the

SQLstream JDBC Driver. For more information, see the topic Generating Test Data w ith DataGen in the

Guavus s-Server Developer Guide.

datagen/jdbc JDBC (Java DataBase Connectivity) is a standard Java API for connecting to relational databases and other

data sources that can produce relational data.

ECD Agent The ECDA Agent is a standalone Java application that mediates data betw een Guavus s-Server and

external data sources. It can be installed on a remote server in order to process or parse data at the site of

collection. For example, if  you have a server w hich generates log f iles, you may f ind it advantageous to

have the ECDA Agent parse those f iles on the server itself, and pass row s to s-Server, as opposed to

passing the entire f ile. 

w ebAgent w ebAgent functions as a simple, miniature Web server. It accepts HTTP requests, sends these to s-Server,

and returns JSON objects. See json.org for more details on JSON objects. 

Google Big

Query

Connector

SQLstream Google Big Query Connector is a bulk load script that lets you load s-Server data into Google Big

Query.

Installation Notes for Linux

From a terminal prompt enter ./SQLstream-clienttools-X.Y.Z-x64.run, where X.Y.Z represent
the release and version numbers, as in SQLstream-6.0.0, and x64 or x32 represents running
on a 64-bit or 32-bit operating system.

o If it does not work, make sure the file is executable (by running chmod +x SQLstream-
sStudio-X.Y.Z-x64.run), and try double-clicking the SQLstream icon again.

o If the installer still does not launch, it generally means JAVA_HOME is not in the default
PATH, so the installer fails to find/run Java to execute the installer. Ensure that
JAVA_HOME is in the default PATH and try double-clicking the icon again.

Client tools are all pure Java, so they should run on any system that has a Java Runtime
Environment (JRE) or Java Development Kit (JDK) installed. Moreover, the 32-bit Linux
installer (SQLstream-client-tools-x.y.z-linux.run) should generally run on any Linux system.
However, some 64-bit Linux systems are not properly configured to handle 32-bit applications.
If you run the 32-bit installer and nothing happens, this may be the case for your system. In
this case, you can use the 64-bit installer (SQLstream-client-tools-6.0.0-linux-x64.run) to install the
same client tools. 

Installation Notes for Windows

To install Client Tools on Windows, launch SQLstream-client-tools-6.0.0-windows.exe.

Before installing client tools on Windows, you need to make sure Java is installed and in the
installing user's path.

Installation Process

After you launch the installer on either platform, a welcome page appears.
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1. Click Forward. 

The SQLstream License Agreement page appears. Click I accept the agreement.

2. Click Forward.

The Installation Directory page appears. This page lets you select directories for the client
tools. Note: the installation user must have permission for these directories.To change
directories, click the browse button to the right of the directory field.

3. Click Forward. The Select Components page opens. By default, all tools are selected.
Deselect those components that you wish to not install.
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4. Enter the name of the server on which s-Server is installed.

5. Click Forward. to begin the installation process. The installer displays a progress bar to
show you how far along installation has progressed.
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Installation is complete when the progress bar reaches 100%. You will see a confirmation
dialog box.

6. Click Finish to exit the installer and/or view the Readme file.

20 Uninstalling Guavus s-Server

When to Uninstall

You should always uninstall SQLstream before installing a newer version or patch.
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How to Uninstall s-Server

To uninstall s-Server, either log in as root (CentOS/Redhat) or use sudo (Debian/Ubuntu),
navigate to the directory in which you installed s-Server and enter the following command:

  ./SQLSTREAM_HOME/uninstall

where "SQLSTREAM_HOME" is the name of the installation directory, such as
opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.XXX.

Note: You can also uninstall in text mode by appending --mode text to the above command.

s-Server asks for your verification. When you click Yes, all s-Server components are
uninstalled. 

It is then possible to install your new or upgraded version of SQLstream.

The processes for uninstalling s-Studio or client tools in a standalone installation are different.
See the topics Uninstalling s-Studio in a standalone installation and Uninstalling clienttools in a
standalone installation in this guide for more details.

20.1 Uninstalling s-Studio in a Standalone Installation

If you have installed s-Studio by itself, the uninstaller will be located in 

 $SQLSTREAM_HOME/studio

where "SQLSTREAM_HOME" is the name of the installation directory.

As a result, you will need to alter the uninstallation command in a standalone installation. To
uninstall s-Studio in a standalone installation, navigate to the installation directory and enter
the following:

  ./SQLSTREAM_HOME/s-Studio/uninstall

where "SQLSTREAM_HOME" is the name of the installation directory, such as
opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.XXX. The unnstallation proceeds similarly to s-Server uninstallation above.

20.2 Uninstalling Client Tools in a Standalone Installation

If you have installed Client Tools by themselves, the uninstaller will be located in 

 $SQLSTREAM_HOME/clienttools

where "SQLSTREAM_HOME" is the name of the installation directory.

As a result, you will need to alter the uninstallation command in a standalone installation. To
uninstall Client Tools in a standalone installation, navigate to the installation directory and
enter the following:
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  ./SQLSTREAM_HOME/clienttools/uninstall

where "SQLSTREAM_HOME" is the name of the installation directory, such as
opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.XXX.  The unnstallation proceeds similarly to s-Studio uninstallation above.

21 Running the Mochi Demo

The Mochi demonstration application simulates clusters of failed logins at a bank, either by
phone or web, as well as withdrawals or debits using the same customer id number. 

To run the Mochi demo, do one of the following:

· Double-click the Run Mochi Demo icon on your desktop.

· From a terminal, run $SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/mochi/runDemo.sh

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.XXX/s-Server. 

Note: If the Mochi demo does not start, we recommend rebooting the machine on which s-
Server is installed.

When you run the Mochi script, it does the following:

1. Creates the Mochi schema, including streams and pumps to move data around and
views to apply analytics to the data and condition this data for display in s-
Dashboard.

2. Generates test data using a testing application called Datagen.

3. Launches s-Dashboard. To view s-Dashboard, you need to launch a browser and
point it to the address set up by your system administrator during s-Server
installation. The default address is localhost:5595.

Note: the Linux server user who runs the Mochi demo must be using the latest version of
Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome in order to work.

Running the Mochi demo on a Linux machine with no GUI

If your machine does not have a GUI, you can run the script in
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/mochi called runDemo.sh.

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.XXX/s-Server. 

This is the same script that is run when you click the desktop icon. When the script detects
that your system has no browser installed, it will print out a message that includes the URL on
which the demo runs. You can then point to this URL from any machine that can access it
(including Windows machines) in order to view the demo.

Dashboards 
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To launch s-Dashboard, open a browser and enter localhost:5595/dashboards

The home page for s-Dashboard appears.

The Dashboards home page lets you launch four different dashboards. The first three offer
combinations of a map with login failure alerts by geographical locations, and either a chart of
failed logins or a table of geographical locations. The fourth, Stoplight, flags login failures by
yellow (

Main Dashboard
with Graph Panel

Main Dashboard with No Graph Panel

Dashboard with
Map and Table

Stoplight Dashboard

Stopping Mochi

To stop the Mochi demo, do one of the following:

· Click the Stop Mochi Demo icon on your desktop. 

· From a terminal, run $SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo/mochi/stopDemo.sh

This will stop all pumps, datagens, webAgent and s-Dashboard instances started by the
Mochi demo.

Mochi Data

The Mochi demo gathers simulated data on phone login events and web login events, then
analyzes this data to identify clusters of failed login attempts. It tracks data using the following
columns.
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Columns for Phone Login Events

Column Explanation

recNo A unique record id for the event.

ts Timestamp for the event

accountNumber Eleven digit number.

callerId Number from which phone transaction was initiated.

directDial Number dialed at bank.

customerId Fifteen digit number.

Stream for Phone Login Events

SQLstream uses streams to capture dynamically changing data so that this data can be
queried with SQL. The stream used to capture data for Mochi's web login events is called
WebLoginEvents and is created with the following block of SQL:

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "PhoneLoginEvents"

    ("recNo" INTEGER,

    "ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

    "accountNumber" INTEGER,

    "loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

    "callerId" VARCHAR(32),

    "directDial" VARCHAR(32),

    "customerId" INTEGER)

    DESCRIPTION 'Logins from the phone system';

Columns for Web Login Events

Column Explanation

recNo A unique record id for the event.

ts Timestamp for the event

accountNumber Eleven digit number.

loginSuccessful True or false

sourceIP Originating id for login.

destIP
Ip address that user attempted to log into.

customerId Fifteen digit number.

Web Login Events and Parsing Log Files

The Mochi demo uses the Log File Adapter to tail and parse a sample log file from a web
server to track web login events. See the topic Log File Adapter in the Integration Guide for
more details.

The Log File adapter uses a foreign stream to capture data. The code for a sample foreign
stream is as follows:

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "WebLoginEvents"

    SERVER "WebAppServer"
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    OPTIONS (

        log_path '/tmp/mochi/web_login.log',

        encoding 'UTF-8',

        sleep_interval '100',

        max_unchanged_stats '20',

        parser 'variable',

        parser_columns '"recNo" TYPE INTEGER,

                "ts" TYPE TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

                "accountNumber" TYPE INTEGER,

                "loginSuccessful" TYPE BOOLEAN,

                "sourceIP" TYPE VARCHAR(32),

                "destIP" TYPE VARCHAR(32),

                "customerId" TYPE INTEGER',

        parser_delimiters ',')

    DESCRIPTION 'Login stream from web app';

Views of Events

Once the Mochi demo has created streams to gather data on the demo's events, it uses
views to generate relationships between the streams' data. For example, the following code
combines phone login events with the phone numbers' location. 

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "PhoneLoginEventsWithLocation"

    DESCRIPTION 'Phone login events enriched by geo-lookup'

    AS

    SELECT STREAM

        "recNo", "ts", "accountNumber", "loginSuccessful",

        "callerId", "directDial", "customerId",

        CAST(PLE.r.countryCode AS CHAR(2)) AS "countryCode",

        CAST(PLE.r.countryName AS VARCHAR(34)) AS "countryName",

        CAST(PLE.r.city AS VARCHAR(32)) AS "city",

        CAST(PLE.r.region AS CHAR(2)) AS "region",

        CAST(PLE.r.lat AS DECIMAL(8,5)) AS "lat",

        CAST(PLE.r.lon AS DECIMAL(8,5)) AS "lon"

    FROM (

        SELECT STREAM

            *,

            -- getPhoneLocation output:

'countryCode,country,city,state/region,lat,lon'

            VARIABLE_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE("phoneLoc",

                'countryCode, countryName, city, region, lat, lon', ',') AS r

        FROM "PhoneLoginEvents2") AS PLE;

Other views identify suspect login events by combining data from web login streams and
phone login streams, then identifying account numbers with more than three failed login
attempts in a minute:

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "SuspectLoginFailures"

    DESCRIPTION 'Windowed stream view to detect groups of failed logins'

    AS

    SELECT STREAM

        "accountNumber",

        -- "loginFailureCount",

        "webFail", "phoneFail",

        "city", "region", "lat", "lon"

    FROM (

        SELECT STREAM

            "accountNumber",
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            -- COUNT(*) OVER "lastMinute" AS "loginFailureCount",

            SUM(MOCHI_UTIL.CMI("accessType", 'WEB')) OVER "lastMinute" AS "webFail",

            SUM(MOCHI_UTIL.CMI("accessType", 'PHONE')) OVER "lastMinute" AS

"phoneFail",

            "city", "region", "lat", "lon"

        FROM "LoginEvents"

        WHERE NOT "loginSuccessful"

        WINDOW "lastMinute" AS (

            PARTITION BY "accountNumber"

            ORDER BY "LoginEvents".ROWTIME

            RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING))

    WHERE "webFail" + "phoneFail" > 3;

Modifying Mochi Data

To change the amount, rate, and type of data generated, modify the xml files in <%S-
SERVER_HOME%>/demo/mochi/datagen

For more information on Datagen, see the topic Generating Test Data with DataGen in
Guavus s-Server Developer Guide.

22 Troubleshooting Installation

StreamLab or Other Components Cannot Connect to s-Server

If StreamLab or s-Dashboard does not seem to be connecting to s-Server, you may have
started components in an incorrect order. Components need to be started as follows: 1) s-
Server 2) webagent 3) s-Dashboard and StreamLab.

you may need to configure ports. Port requirements for all components are summarized at
Managing Ports for Guavus SQLstream.

My Installer Can't Find My System's Java Development Kit (JDK)

s-Server requires Java Development Kit 8 or higher. The installer should either find your
system's installation of JDK, or install OpenJDK on your system. If this does not work, you
may need to start the installer using the following command.

sudo JAVA_HOME=<the location of your JAVA_HOME> ./SQLstream-sServer-X.Y.Z-x64.run

This tells your installer the location of JAVA_HOME

s-Server Fails to Install, or Installs But Will Not Start

If you are experiencing either of these problems, you may need to contact SQLstream
technical support. It may be useful to consult /etc/sqlstream/environment. This might allow you to

see, for example, that JAVA_HOME is set incorrectly, or that other environment variables are
problematic. 

You may also find useful information in your system's syslog (often located in /var/log/syslog

or /var/log/messages). You will usually need sudo/root access to view your syslog. The link
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http://www.cyberciti.biz/faq/linux-log-files-location-and-how-do-i-view-logs-files/ has some
information on syslogs.

My New Installation is Throttling

If you have installed a new version of s-Server, you may notice that it is throttling (performing
at a lower level of throughput, as described in the topic Guavus s-Server Licensing). When
you install a new version of s-Server, you will need to move the license file from the old
installation's $SQLSTREAM_HOME to the new installation's $SQLSTREAM_HOME.
Purchased licenses are managed by a file in $SQLSTREAM_HOME, the installation directory
for s-Server, such as /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.XXX/s-Server/. 

I Can't Install with a Trial License Behind a Firewall 

If your initial installation is behind a firewall, you will need to set a Linux environment variable
called https_proxy in order to access the license server.

You do so with a command along the following lines:

export https_proxy=http://proxy.my_company.com[:port]/

This link gives examples of using this variable: http://www.cyberciti.biz/faq/linux-unix-set-
proxy-environment-variable/

Note: http_proxy will not work. Also, SQLstream does not support a username and password
in the proxy variable.

I Applied Custom Settings and Now They're Gone

In some cases, you may have modified aspen.custom.properties in your old installation of s-Server.
You will need to move this file from the old installation directory to the new installation directory before
you uninstall the old version. Some users may have also modified bin/defineAspenRuntime.sh and need
to move this file as well.

My Installer Can't Find My System's OpenSSL

s-Server requires OpenSSL to run. All Linux distributions should include OpenSSL by default.
If for some reason your installation does not include OpenSSL, you will need to install it.

23 Installation Guide Appendix

The appendix to this guide covers topics related to installation, but not directly involved in the
installation process.

It includes the following topics:

Managing Ports for Guavus SQLstream. Summarizes the ports that need to be open between
Guavus SQLstream components.

Setting Up Environment Variables & Path. Describes useful system variables to set up in the
environment running Guavus Guavus s-Server.
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Appendix: Managing s-Server as a Service. s-Server runs as a service by default. This topic
describes managing the service.

Appendix: Guavus s-Server Installation Directories. This topic describes in detail the
directories used by s-Server.

Appendix: Upgrading Guavus s-Server. Upgrading requires specific steps. These are
described here.

Appendix: Command-line Installation. s-Server can be installed without a graphical interface
by appending --mode text to the installer. Process of text-only installation is described here.

Appendix: Network Configuration Issues for s-Server. Describes issues related to host names
for s-Server and other SQLstream components.

Appendix: Running Multiple Instances of s-Server on the Same System. You can run multiple
instances of s-Server, but this requires specific steps, 

Appendix: Downloading and Installing MySQL Connector. MySQL Connector is the JDBC
driver for MySQL. If you plan to use MySQL with Guavus s-Server, you will need to download
and install MySQL Connector. Steps are described here.

23.1 Managing Ports for Guavus SQLstream

The following diagram summarizes the ports that operate between Guavus SQLstream components:
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Guavus SQLstream uses the following ports

s-Server

s-Server, the central component of the Guavus SQLstream system, listens on port 5570 (SDP2). 

In order for applications (including s-Studio and WebAgent) to access s-Server directly from a remote

computer, the firewall on the host computer for s-Server must allow incoming traffic on port 5570. The

firewall on the computer hosting the application must similarly allow outbound traffic on port 5570.

WebAgent

WebAgent, the HTTP server that exchanges data with s-Server, listens on port 5580. The firewall on its

host computer must allow outbound traffic on port 5570. 

In order for applications (including StreamLab and s-Dashboard) to access WebAgent directly, the

firewall on the host computer for WebAgent must allow incoming traffic on port 5580. The firewall on the

computer hosting the application must similarly allow outbound traffic on port 5580. Since WebAgent

handles connections to s-Server, these applications do not need to be open to s-Server (and likely

should not be).

StreamLab

StreamLab listens on port 5585 (ROSE) and 5590. It uses WebAgent to connect to s-Server. In order to

communicate with WebAgent, the firewall on its host computer must allow outbound traffic on port 5580.

In order for users to access StreamLab through a browser, the firewall on the host computer for

StreamLab must allow outgoing traffic on ports 5585 and 5590.

s-Dashboard

s-Dashboard listens on port 5595. It uses WebAgent to connect to s-Server. In order to communicate

with WebAgent, the firewall on its host computer must allow outbound traffic on port 5580. 

In order for users to access s-Dashboard through a browser, the firewall on the host computer for s-

Dashboard must allow outgoing traffic on port 5595.

23.2 Setting Up Environment Variables & Path

As an administrator, you may want to add $SQLSTREAM_HOME as both an environment
variable and as a location on your system's path. $SQLSTREAM_HOME is defined
as /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0XXX/s-Server when you install as sudo.

This will allow you to run sqllineClient and other tools from the command line, for example.
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Note: On most Linux systems, one way to to add $SQLSTREAM_HOME to your system's
path is by creating a script file in /etc/profile.d with lines of code similar to the following:

SQLSTREAM_HOME="/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.15221/s-Server"

export SQLSTREAM_HOME

PATH=$PATH:$HOME/bin:$JAVA_HOME/bin:$SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin

export PATH

23.3 Appendix: Managing s-Server as a Service

You can choose to run s-Server as a service. This is an option in the installer. Once s-Server is installed

as a service, it will automatically start whenever the machine on which s-Server is running is started. 

You can also manually start, stop, and restart the s-Serverd service using standard Linux service

commands.

The s-Serverd service can be found in:

/etc/init.d/s-serverd

Starting, stopping, and restarting the service

You can start, stop, restart, and check the status of s-serverd using the following standard Linux service

commands:

Command Result

service s-serverd start Starts service

service s-serverd stop Stops service (equivalent to !kill)

service s-serverd restart Stops then starts service.

service s-serverd status Tells whether s-serverd is running

Setting a checkpoint

You can specify a checkpoint for start, stop, and restart, using the following syntax:

service s-serverd stop <checkpoint name>

or 

service s-serverd stop --with-checkpoint <checkpoint name>

Use the same syntax to set a checkpoint for restart. Note: If you do not specify a checkpoint when

stopping, a default checkpoint will be used when the service stops.
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Once you establish a checkpoint, you can start the service at the same point by indicating the

checkpoint name in the start command:

service s-serverd start <checkpoint name>

or

service s-serverd start --with-checkpoint <checkpoint name>

23.4 Appendix: Guavus s-Server Installation Directories

When you install Guavus s-Server, you need to specify three directory locations:

· Home directory: the base directory for executable files

· Catalog directory: the location of the catalog

· Trace-log directory: the location for the server's trace logs

Although these can be located together, they have different requirements, and may need
different types of access depending on how you plan to run the server. See the topic Starting
the server and configuration files in this guide for more details

Home directory

The home directory is where the installer puts executable code and configuration files. These
files are read-only at run time, and can be shared by multiple instances of the server running
at the same time. By default, the installer suggests using the
directory /opt/sqlstream/X.Y.Z.nnnn (where X.Y.Z is the version number of the server and
nnnn is the internal build number), but you can put those files anywhere they can be read and
executed by users who need to run the server.

Catalog directory

Catalog files contain the definitions of the objects in your system. Those can obviously
change during the course of operating the server, and will differ for different instances running
on the same code. It can also contain checkpoints of past versions of the catalog. The
catalog itself does not change size greatly, but the directory containing it must be writable by
the server user. If you are running multiple instances of s-Server on the same machine, each
instance needs to have its own catalog directory.

Trace-log directory

The trace-log directory needs to be writable by the server. The size of the trace logs will vary
depending on the level of tracing specified in your configuration and the log-rotation strategy
you employ. By default the installer sets the trace-log directory to /var/log/sqlstream.  If you
are running multiple instances of s-Server on the same machine, each instance needs to
have its own trace log directory.
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Configuring Server Directories

All of the server configurations that you choose during the installation are written into
configuration files that the server reads at start-up. You can change or customize server
selections by editing these configuration files. The specific files read at server start-up depend
on how you start the server.

The configuration file takes the format of a Java properties file or a Linux configuration file. It is
a text file with each line containing VARIABLE=value. Lines starting with pound signs (#) are
ignored as comments.

Here is an example of a Guavus s-Server configuration file for running as a service. 

The sample file should include an entry for an additional variable, as follows:

SQLSTREAM_HOME=/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.1234

SQLSTREAM_CATALOG_DIR=/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0/catalog

SQLSTREAM_TRACE_DIR=/var/log/sqlstream

SQLSTREAM_USER=sqlstream

SQLSTREAM_PIDFILE=/var/run/sqlstream/s-serverd.pid

JAVA_HOME=/usr/local/jdk1.8

SQLSTREAM_JVM_PIDFILE=/var/run/sqlstream/jvm.pid

In each case, there are six or seven environment variables you can configure. One variable,
SQLSTREAM_USER, applies to running as a service only.

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.XXX/s-Server. 

Note: Guavus s-Server can be run as a service or a normal Linux user. The differences
between these options and their use of configuration files are described below.
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Variable Controls

JAVA_HOME This represents the base of a Java Development Kit (JDK) installation to be used for

running the server. By default this is the value of JAVA_HOME in the environment the

installer w as run in. 

SQLSTREAM_USER 

(service only)

Name of the Linux user that the server runs as. This is only meaningful w hen the

server is run as a service. Otherw ise the server runs as the user that starts the

server process. If  this variable is missing or empty, the server runs as the user root.

SQLSTREAM_HOME Directory that contains the executable, read-only portion of the s-Server installation.

This directory should be readable by any user on the system. The same installation

can be executed by any number of users, as the server does not overw rite any of

these f iles.

SQLSTREAM_CATALOG_DIR Directory the server w ill use to hold its catalog f iles. This needs to be unique for each

running instance of the server. The default value is a directory called catalog under

$SQLSTREAM_HOME, but that should only be used for a single instance, such as

running as a service.

SQLSTREAM_TRACE_DIR Directory w here the server w ill w rite its trace logs. This needs to be a w ritable

directory w ith enough room for all the logs the server w ill w rite at any given time. The

server user needs read, w rite, and execute permissions on this directory.

SQLSTREAM_PIDFILE The name of a f ile that w ill hold the process ID (PID) of the server process started by

the s-serverd service. It is only used by s-serverd, and thus is only of interest if  one

is running the server as a service.

SQLSTREAM_JVM_PIDFILE The name of the f ile that holds the process ID of the Java Virtual Machine started by

any s-Server instance. This variable is distinct from SQLSTREAM_PIDFILE, w hich

contains the process ID of the s-Server script that launched the JVM.

If you run multiple instances of s-Server on the same system, you need to assign

each instance its ow n value of SQLSTREAM_JVM_PIDFILE before you start it. This

w ill prevent an instance from overw riting another process's PID f ile, w hich w ould

likely result in servers stopping one another's Java processes by mistake.

Starting the server and configuration files

There are three different scenarios for starting the server: running as a system service or
daemon, running standalone as the root (administrator) user, and running as an ordinary
user. Each option uses configuration files slightly differently.

Running as a Service

When you install the server to run as a service, it will generally be the only Guavus s-Server
running on that computer. The service is controlled by a Linux init script, /etc/init.d/s-serverd.
That script looks for its configuration in /etc/default/s-serverd, which the installer creates using
the values specified during installation.

Running as a Normal Linux User

When you run the server as a  normal (non-root) Linux user, the server first loads the
installation default values from the file /etc/sqlstream/environment if it exists. After that, it
overrides those with any values found in a user-specific configuration file $HOME/
.config/sqlstream/environment. The user can also specify a different file instead of that one by
putting its full path name in the environment variable CONFIGFILE.
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23.5 Appendix: Upgrading Guavus s-Server

To upgrade to a new version of s-Server, you should take the following steps:

1. Stop the old server. See the topic Starting and Stopping SQLstream Server in this
guide for more details.

2. Install the new version using the steps in Installing s-Server. By default, the new
version will install into a new directory named after the new version, along the lines of
 SQLstream 3.0.1.XXXX.

3. Copy the files $SQLSTREAM_HOME/aspen.custom.properties, (or aspen.properties
if you customized this file) to the new installation directory. ($SQLSTREAM_HOME
refers to the base installation directory.)

4. Copy any.jar files that you have created or modified in the
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugins directory to the new plugins directory.
($SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the base installation directory.)

5. Run the newly installed server.

6. Once you are satisfied that the new server is running correctly, you should uninstall
the old server. 

Note: We recommend against running multiple versions of s-Server alongside one another.

23.6 Appendix: Command-line Installation

You can also install in text mode, which does not display the graphical installation wizard. To
do so, enter 

sudo ./SQLstream-sServer-X.Y.Z-x64.run --mode text

where X.Y.Z represent the release and version numbers, as in SQLstream-6.0.0, and x64 or
x32 represents running on a 64-bit or 32-bit operating system. 

Note: substitute sStudio or clienttools to install either as a standalone in text mode.

Note: if you are logged in as a super user, you do not need to include "sudo".

The text-mode installer performs the same steps as the graphical one, but displays its
prompts and messages in the console window.

By default, the installer will run in graphical mode, GTK. If this is not possible, it will run in
xwindow mode. 

If there is no graphical environment available it will fall back to text mode. 

Note on Installing s-Server on Centos 6.3
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Viewing Options for Command-line Installation

There are command-line options to perform nearly all of the functions available in the GUI
version. For a list of the command-line options and their meanings, type 

./<installername> --help

If the installation directory contains a previous installation of s-Server, the installer will ask you
if you want to overwrite the directory. If you choose to do so, all customizations and catalog
object definitions for the previous installation will be lost. You can choose to override this
warning by appending --overwrite to the installer when you launch it.

Installing in Unattended Mode

You can also install in --mode unattended. This mode installs with all default values. There are
two required parameters: --email and --companyName. To run in unattended mode, enter a
command along the following lines:

sudo ./SQLstream-sServer-6.0.0.0-x64.run --mode unattended --email user@example.com --

companyName Example

If the company name contains a space, you need to put it in quotation marks:

 --companyName "SQLstream Inc."

You can also combine unattended mode with other options to provide a customized install.

Note: When you install in unattended mode, you are implicitly agreeing to the license
agreement.

The most likely options for one to use for an unattended server install would be the last ones
listed by --help:

Option Description Default

--email Registration email None. Required parameter

--companyName Name of registrant's
company.

None. Required parameter

--prefix <prefix> Installation Directory Default: /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0

--catalogdir <catalogdir> Catalog Directory Default: /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0/catalog

--tracedir <tracedir> Trace Directory Default: /var/log/sqlstream

--createService <createService> Whether or not a

service, sserverd, is
created.

Default: 0

--serverUser <serverUser> User name for s-Server. Default: sqlstream

--overwrite Asks installer to
overwrite any existing
installation.

False. 
Installer asks if installer should overwrite
directory.

(These options correspond to the options in the GUI.)
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Options for s-Studio Command-line Installation

Option Description Default

--optionfile
<optionfile>

Installation
option file

--mode <mode>    Installation
mode

Default: gtk
Allowed: gtk xwindow text unattended

--installer-language
<installer-language> 

Language
selection

Default: en
Allowed: sq ar es_AR pt_BR bg ca hr cs da nl en et fi fr de el he hu it ja
ko lv lt no pl pt ro ru sr zh_CN sk sl es sv th zh_TW tr va cy

--prefix <prefix> Installation
Directory

Default: /opt/sqlstream/5.1.0.14245 (depends on whether installer
user is super user or not).

--defaultServer
<defaultServer> 

Name of the
server on
which s-Server
is installed

Default:

Options for Client Tools Command-line Installation

Option Description Default

--optionfile
<optionfile>

Installation
option file

Default: 

--mode <mode>    Installation
mode

Default: gtk
Allowed: gtk xwindow text unattended

--enable-components
<enable-
components> 

Comma-
separated list
of components

Default: All
Allowed: SQLLine datagen ecdaagent logfileagent filewriteragent
socketagent webagent gbqconnector

--disable-
components
<disable-
components> 

Comma-
separated list
of components

Default: none
Allowed: SQLLine datagen ecdaagent logfileagent filewriteragent
socketagent webagent gbqconnector

--installer-language
<installer-language> 

Language
selection

Default: en
Allowed: sq ar es_AR pt_BR bg ca hr cs da nl en et fi fr de el he hu it ja
ko lv lt no pl pt ro ru sr zh_CN sk sl es sv th zh_TW tr va cy

--prefix <prefix> Installation
Directory

Default: /opt/sqlstream/5.1.0.14245 (depends on whether installer user
is super user or not).

--defaultServer
<defaultServer> 

Name of the
server on
which s-Server
is installed

Required.
Default: None

23.6.1 Note on Installing s-Server on Centos 6.3

The default xhost setting on Centos 6.3 will produce errors if you try to install using sudo.

Before running sudu <installer>, you need to type 

  xhost +
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This disables access control on the Xwindows server and enables the sudo/root process to
connect to X. After running the install, restore access control with

  xhost -

23.7 Appendix: Network Configuration Issues for s-Server

This topic describes two potential network configuration issues for s-Server, related to
hostnames and firewalls.

Server and Host Issues for Development and Test Machines

The most important consideration is the host name. s-Server needs to be able to resolve its
own hostname. For dedicated servers, this is usually not a problem, as they will be listed in
the network's DNS. 

However, for development and test systems that use DHCP to obtain their IP addresses, you
may need to configure these for local name resolution. With many Linux systems, the system
installation sets up the network and prompts the user for a host name for the host. However,
sometimes the installation only writes this to the network configuration
(usually /etc/sysconfig/network ), but not to the hosts file (/etc/hosts). As a result, s-Server can't
figure out what IP address to bind itself to, and will fail.

The s-Server installer attempts to check for this condition, and will refuse to install on a
system that canmot resolve its own name. If that happens, you can check for yourself at the
command line by typing either

   hostname -i

or

   hostname -f

One or both of those will probably return an error, such as hostname: Unknown host

If you check the /etc/hosts file, you will likely find something like this:

127.0.0.1   localhost localhost.localdomain localhost4 localhost4.localdomain4

::1         localhost localhost.localdomain localhost6 localhost6.localdomain6

You will need to edit the /etc/hosts file to add the host name of your system. For example, if
your system's host name is myserver, you need to add that host name to the 127.0.0.1 line
in /etc/hosts:

127.0.0.1   myserver localhost localhost.localdomain localhost4

localhost4.localdomain4

Note: You need administrative (root) privileges to change /etc/hosts, so you either need to log
in as root or use sudo.

You should now be able to get correct results from the hostname -i and hostname-f commands,
and the s-Server installer should work correctly.
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Firewall Issues

If you will be accessing your s-Server from another system, you need to make sure the
server's firewall permits access to the proper ports.

If your clients (s-Studio, sqllineClient, any agents) all run on the same system with s-Server,
firewalls are not an issue. But if, for example, you want to run s-Studio on a Windows system
to access s-Server, the firewall needs to allow access. Consult your system documentation
for specific information on how to open ports.

Note: Only TCP ports need to be opened. UDP ports can be left alone.

The following describes the various ports you might need to open on your server. Keep in
mind that these are the default ports. If you choose to run your server or utilities on non-
default ports, you will need to open those ports for remote access.

The following diagram summarizes the ports that operate between Guavus SQLstream components:

Guavus SQLstream uses the following ports

s-Server

s-Server, the central component of the Guavus SQLstream system, listens on port 5570 (SDP2). 
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In order for applications (including s-Studio and WebAgent) to access s-Server directly from a remote

computer, the firewall on the host computer for s-Server must allow incoming traffic on port 5570. The

firewall on the computer hosting the application must similarly allow outbound traffic on port 5570.

WebAgent

WebAgent, the HTTP server that exchanges data with s-Server, listens on port 5580. The firewall on its

host computer must allow outbound traffic on port 5570. 

In order for applications (including StreamLab and s-Dashboard) to access WebAgent directly, the

firewall on the host computer for WebAgent must allow incoming traffic on port 5580. The firewall on the

computer hosting the application must similarly allow outbound traffic on port 5580. Since WebAgent

handles connections to s-Server, these applications do not need to be open to s-Server (and likely

should not be).

StreamLab

StreamLab listens on port 5585 (ROSE) and 5590. It uses WebAgent to connect to s-Server. In order to

communicate with WebAgent, the firewall on its host computer must allow outbound traffic on port 5580.

In order for users to access StreamLab through a browser, the firewall on the host computer for

StreamLab must allow outgoing traffic on ports 5585 and 5590.

s-Dashboard

s-Dashboard listens on port 5595. It uses WebAgent to connect to s-Server. In order to communicate

with WebAgent, the firewall on its host computer must allow outbound traffic on port 5580. 

In order for users to access s-Dashboard through a browser, the firewall on the host computer for s-

Dashboard must allow outgoing traffic on port 5595.

23.8 Appendix: Running Multiple Instances of s-Server on the Same
System

You may install multiple instances of s-Server on a single host machine, in order for multiple
developers to have their instances of s-Server on a multi-tenant deployment. You may also
install multiple instances for testing, as well as for validation of federated/distributed
deployment of Guavus SQLstream suite of products in a multinode cluster.

In order to run multiple instances of s-Server on the same system, you need to change the
way you install a second instance of s-Server. 

When you run the installer as root or with sudo privileges, the installer does several things
that interfere with running a second instance with the same settings:
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1. The installer creates a user with the default username of "sqlstream" and installs s-Server
and s-Server clienttools as this user. 

2. The installer installs s-Server as a linux service, s-serverd. The linux service starts up s-
Server as the "sqlstream" user. 

3. The installer uses the default installation directory /opt/sqlstream/ and default tracelog
directory /var/log/sqlstream.

Only one instance of Guavus s-Server can be set up to start/stop as a linux service. As a
result, if you try to install a second instance with root privileges, the installer will overwrite
earlier the installation of the linux service unless the installer is instructed not to install as a
service.

So, to install a second instance using a super-user, you need to make changes in the steps
below. You can also run this installer form the command line and pass in these properties.
See Appendix: Command-line Installation for more details.

The Installation Directories page. Here, you need to change the installation directories. For
example, you might change these to the following:

The Server Port Number page. By default, port is set to 5570. You need to change it to
something like 5670. Note: Make sure the new port is not in use.
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The Service/Daemon page. Here, you need to deselect the Create the s-serverd Service

option:

The Server User page. Here, you need to change the name of the user to be created by the
installer, to something like sqlstream2:
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The WebAgent Service/Daemon page appears. Here, you need to deselect the Create the

webagentd Service option. In order to run webAgent with a second instance of s-Server, you
will need to change its default port. See the topic webAgent in the Guavus s-Server
Integration Guide for more details.

The Create Dashboard Service page. Here, you need to deselect the Create the s-dashboardd

Service option. In order to run s-Dashboard with a second instance of s-Server, you will
need to change its default port. See the Guavus  s-Dashboard Guide for more details.
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Once you install s-Server, you will need to manually start it. 

To do so:

1. Navigate to the second instance's installation directory, such as /opt/sqlstream2/6.0.0.

2. Navigate to s-Server/bin

3. Enter su <the user you created>, such as su sqlstream2

4. Enter ./s-Server

To start this instance in the background, you will need to use a Linux command such as
nohup. This command lets the instance continue to run in the background after the terminal
is closed. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nohup for more details.

Installing a Second Instance as a User Without Root Privileges

Installing as a user without root privileges avoids these problems. First, when the installer is
run without superuser privileges, it cannot be installed as a linux service. When you install as
a regular user, the default location for trace logs is set relative to "installation directory" rather
than /var/log/sqlstream.

Having said all that, the problem with installing as a regular user is that you will need to create
that user on your system first. Since installing with root privileges creates a new user, it may
be advantageous to take the steps described above.

When you install an instance as a regular user, you will need to start it in the foreground
through a terminal. To start this instance in the background, you will need to use a Linux
command such as nohup. This command lets the instance continue to run in the background
after the terminal is closed. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nohup for more details.

Parameters for Separate Instance

For all instances, you need to make sure the following definitions are unique:
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· First, each instance needs to have a unique installation directory.

· Second, each new instance needs a unique port number. From the command line,
you can change this number by changing the property "--serverPort <portnumber>". 
The s-Server, when started, uses that portNumber to accept JDBC connections.

· Third, each instance needs to have a unique trace log directory.

See the topic Configuring SQLstream in the SQLstream Adminstrator Guide for more
information.

23.9 Appendix: Downloading and Installing MySQL Connector

The SQL/MED plugin lets Guavus s-Server interface with third-party databases such as Oracle, Microsoft

SQL Server, PostgreSQL, MySQL, and Teradata. 

The s-Server installer includes JDBC drivers for Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, Teradata, and PostgreSQL

SQL. Those drivers require no additional steps to use.

In order to use  the MySQL JDBC driver, you need to follow  the steps below.

Installing the MySQL JDBC Driver

To use the MySQL JDBC driver, download the driver package from

http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/

Copy the mysql-connector-java-<version>-bin.jar file to $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib.

cp mysql-connector-java-5.1.45-bin.jar $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib

Make a symbolic link so the old name can be referenced

cd $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib

ln -s mysql-connector-java-5.1.45-bin.jar mysql-connector-java-3.1.14-bin.jar 

Note: Some Linux distributions include the MySQL JDBC driver as part of their installation package. If

this is the case for your Linux distribution, then copy the file mysql-connector-java-<version>-bin.jar to

$SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib and restart s-Server.

24 What is Next?

Release Notes

Once you are logged in and have installed SQLstream, you can find the release notes at:

    $SQLSTREAM_HOME/README.txt
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Online Documentation

Online documentation can be found at:

    $SQLSTREAM_HOME/doc/

If you are using a SQLstream-customized virtual machine, you will find Firefox has been
installed as a browser.

What to Read Next

· For developers, the next document to read is the Getting Started with SQLstream,
which discusses some simple examples of streaming queries and applications. That
document also describes how third party applications - both local and remote - can
send data to and from the SQLstream engine using the SQLstream adapters and
plugins.

· For administrators, the next document to read is the SQLstream Administrator Guide.

Port Adjustments

If your installation requires the use (or avoidance) of particular ports:

1. Copy the file aspen.custom.properties from the $SQLSTREAM_HOME/support directory
to the $SQLSTREAM_HOME directory.

2. Determine unused ports on your system to use for Sdpport (you can ignore the testPort).

3. Document your choices in an /etc/aspen-ports.conf file so that others can avoid using
those ports.

4. Using port 5576 for sdp, edit the aspen.custom.properties file to look as follows:

aspen.sdp.port=5576

aspen.sdp.host=<hostname>
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